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PETITIONERS’ PREHEARING BRIEF - WIRE ROD

This prehearing brief is submitted by Gerdau Ameristeel US Inc., Keystone Consolidated 

Industries, Inc., and Charter Steel, petitioners and domestic producers of carbon alloy steel wire 

rod (“CASWR”), in support of a finding that unfairly-traded imports of CASWR from Belarus, 

Italy, Korea, Russia, South Afriea, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates, and the 

United Kingdom are causing material injury, and the threat of material injury, to the domestic

CASWR industry.

1. INTRODUCTION

Almost three years to the date of the staff conference in this ease (April 22, 2014), the

Commission held a hearing in connection with a sunset review of the outstanding antidumping

orders on carbon and alloy steel wire rod (“CASWR”) from several countries, including Ukraine.

At the time of the hearing, the Commission was in the midst of trade investigations on imports of

CASWR from China. Those imports had surged from virtually zero to 600,000 tons over the

period of investigation. At the time of the sunset hearing, both the Commerce Department and the

Commission had made affirmative preliminary determinations and imports from China had already

begun to recede. In addressing the question of vulnerability of the domestic industry in the sunset

context, Mr. Lewis, eounsel for the Ukraine exporters observed,

“With respect to ... the U.S. market very clearly, China’s left, 
leaving, if not completely left the U.S. market. As a vulnerability 
factor, that’s an anti-vulnerability factor. That’s a positive factor in 
terms of the foreseeable future for the U.S. industry. That’s close to 
over 600,000 tons of imports that are gone, that are open for the U.S. 
industry to take, so that’s a positive in terms of the future condition 
of the industry.”

Exhibit (“Exh.”) 4.
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Ultimately, the Commission found that the low-priced imports from China had indeed 

injured the domestic CASWR industry, and antidumping and countervailing duty orders were 

imposed. Mr. Lewis was correct: as a result of those cases, imports from China rapidly exited the 

U.S. market. But Mr. Lewis’s optimism about the future of the U.S. industry was misplaced. 

Remember the 600,000 tons that Mr. Lewis said “were open for the U.S. industry to take”? The 

U.S. industry got none of it. None. No sooner had imports from China receded, unfairly traded 

imports from ten other countries rushed in. The surge in the imports from Belarus, Italy, Korea, 

Russia, South Africa, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, and the United Kingdom not 

only took all of the 600,000 tons that Mr. Lewis optimistically projected would be supplied by the 

domestic industry, but garnered another 100,000 tons plus. Thus, the subject imports not only 

continued the injury caused by the Chinese, they exacerbated it by taking additional market share 

from the domestic industry.

At the staff conference in this case, respondents called this “a price case” (s^ Transcript 

of ITC Staff Conference, dated April 18, 2017 (“Conf Tr.”), at 190-91), and suggested that the 

import volumes were not significant because they merely replaced imports from China. S^ 

Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire Rod from Belarus, et al., USITC Pub. 4693 (Prelim.) (May

Treliminarv Determination”) at 31. The2017) r“CASWR from Belarus Prelim.

Commission’s Preliminary Determination in the case, however, properly rejected these claims on

or

factual and legal grounds finding that:

{T}his argument is not relevant in the context of our statutory 
inquiry, which concerns whether subject import volume or the 
increase in that volume — and not total import volume — is 
significant. . . . Indeed, subject imports did not merely replace 
nonsubject imports from China, they also took market share from 
the domestic industry in the merchant market where the products 
competed.

-2-
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Id. The Commission’s conclusions as to volume are bolstered by the more fully developed record

in this final investigation.

Of course, it is axiomatic that behind every volume case is a price case. The Commission 

has long understood the CASWR industry to be price-sensitive.^ Low price is how the Chinese 

wire rod surged into this market.^ And low prices are how the subject imports displaced the 

imports from China.

As the brief will further detail, the vast majority of U.S. purchasers indicated that they 

switched from buying from domestic products to subject imports because of lower import 

prices. ^ section VII.B.2. Not surprising, in this highly price-sensitive market, the record 

shows overwhelming underselling by the subject imports - in 83.1 percent of quarterly 

comparisons and 83.7 percent of sales reported based on volume. ITC Prehearing Report dated 

Nov. 2, 2017 (“ITC Prehrg. Rep.”) at V-31. This evidence belies the claims of respondents 

that somehow domestic producers’ lack of production of a particular grade of tire cord accounts 

for the surge in subject imports. The acknowledged shifts of tonnage to the subject imports 

shifts from sales made by U.S. producers. The Commission’s finding in the Preliminary 

Determination that underselling is significant is corroborated by the data collected in this final

are

investigation.

' See Carbon and Certain Allov Steel Wire Rod from Brazil, et al., USITC Pub. 3546 (Final) 
(Oct. 2002) r“CASWR from Brazil OI”i. at 28-29; Carbon and Certain Alloy Wire Rod from 
Brazil, et al.. USITC Pub. 4014 (Review) (June 2008) fUASWR from Brazil 1st Rev.”), at 33 
(nearly all purchasers reported price as a “very importanf ’ purchasing factor); Carbon and Certain 
Allov Wire Rod from Brazil, et al.. USITC Pub. 4472 (Second Review) (June 2014) (“CASW 
from Brazil 2nd Rev.”), at 43 (“{Sjubject imports and domestically produced wire rod of the same 
type are highly substitutable” and “price is a very important factor in purchasing decisions.”); and 
Carbon and Certain Allov Steel Wire Rod from China. USITC Pub. 4509 (Final) (Jan. 2015) 
rUASWR from China 01”T at 14 (56 out of 57 purchases identified price as “very important”).
2 CASWR from China 01. USITC Pub. 4509 at 17-18.

-3-
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The subject import onslaught, following on the shock wave of imports from China, was 

too much for ArcelorMittal’s Georgetown, South Carolina and Republic Steel’s Lorain, Ohio steel 

mills to withstand. Those facilities were forced to close, and over 400 steelworkers lost their jobs. 

The situation is only slightly better for the surviving members of the U.S. industry. In the face of 

massive volumes of low-priced imports, the domestic industry lowered its prices to maintain what 

volume and capacity utilization it could. But the requirement to drop pricing to meet the import 

competition meant that profitability - which had declined due to the injurious imports from 

China — never recovered when the Chinese imports left the market. In fact, the industry profits 

have deteriorated even further.

While the respondents have argued that the falling prices of the domestic industry were 

simply a reflection of lower raw material costs, if that were the case, the domestic producers would 

have increased their profits. Unfortunately, the domestic industry s financial performance 

remained at inadequate, harmful levels throughout the period of investigation. The reason for the 

domestic industry’s weak financial performance is inescapable: unfairly priced imports from the 

subject countries. Since the Commission’s preliminary injury determination in this case, the record 

compiled by the staff overwhelmingly shows the subject imports have caused material injury to 

the domestic industry. This brief will demonstrate that the Commission should make affirmative 

determinations with respect to all of the subject imports.

IL DOMESTIC LIKE PRODUCT

The Domestic Like Product Is Co-Extensive with the Scope of the Case andA.
Consists of all CASWR

As the Commission found in the Preliminary Determination, the domestic like product in 

this case mirrors the scope of the investigation and consists of all CASWR. Id^, USITC Pub. 4693

-4-
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This conclusion is also consistent with the Commission’s findings in its prior 

investigations on CASWR from various countries.^ In each of the Commission’s prior CASWR 

investigations since 2002, the Commission has found all CASWR to comprise a single continuum 

like product with no clear demarcations by type, grade, size, or use. ITC Prehearing Report dated 

November 2, 2017 (“ITC Prehrg. Rep.”) at 1-25.^ The Commission has done so while expressly 

acknowledging that there are at least 11 major categories of wire rod that comprise this continuum. 

CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 8; ITC Prehrg. Rep at 1-17; CASWR from

at 10-11.

Brazil 01. USITC Pub. 3546 at 7 and 1-7; CASWR from China Final, USITC Pub. 4509 at 7.

Indeed, in the Commission’s original investigations and subsequent first and second reviews on 

CASWR from Brazil 01. the Commission concluded “the wire rod industry is composed of so 

different applications, that the only clear dividing line is between wire rod and other steel 

CASWR from Brazil 01. USITC Pub. 3546 at 12; see al^ jd at 7 (“the record

many

products.'

demonstrates no clear demarcation between the various types of wire rod products”); CASW.E

^ The statute defines the domestic like product as “a product which is like, or in the absence of 
like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an investigation.” 19 U.S.C. 
§ 1677(10). In identifying the domestic like product, the starting point for the Commission s 
analysis is the scope of the case. See, e.g.. Certain Aluminum Plate from South Africa, USITC 
Pub. 3734 (Final) (Nov. 2004) at 7. The Commission further looks for clear dividing lines between 
products, but disregards minor variations. See, e^, Hosiden Corp. v. Advanced Display 
85 F.3d 1561, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1996); Nippon Steel Corp., 19 CIT 450,455 (Ct. Int’l Trade 1995); 
Torrington Co. v. United States. 747 F. Supp. 744, 749 n.3 (Ct. Int’l Trade 1990), M^d, 938 F.2d 
1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
4 The Prehearing Report (at I-25-I-26) report cites CASWR from China 01, USITC Pub. 4509 
at 6- Carbon and Alloy Steel Wire Rod from China. Germany and Turkey, USITC Pub. 3832 
(Prelim) (Jan. 2006) at 11; and CASWR from Brazil 01, USITC Pub. 3546 at 7-13.

-5-
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from Brazil Rev., USITC Pub. 4014 at 6-8; CASWR from Brazil 2"^* Rev., USITC Pub. 4472

at 9.

In the Preliminary Determination, the Commission again found a single continuum like

product encompassing all carbon and alloy steel wire rod within the scope of the investigation

based on the lack of clear dividing lines between products on the continuum:

In investigations such as these in which domestically manufactured 
merchandise is made up of a grouping of similar products or 
involves niche products, the Commission does not consider each 
item of merchandise to be a separate domestic like product that is 
only “like” its identical counterpart in the scope, but considers the 
grouping itself to constitute the domestic like product and 
“disregards minor variations,” absent a “clear dividing line” 
between particular products in the group. In prior investigations 
involving wire rod, the Commission has found that distinctions 
between different types of wire rod do not constitute “clear dividing 
lines” warranting the definition of separate domestic like products.

CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 11 (footnotes omitted). There are no new

facts on the record of these final investigations that would alter the Commission’s analysis or

findings from the CASWR from Belarus Prelim, or any of the previous investigations.

Commission should therefore again conclude that there is a single like product coextensive with

the seope covering all carbon and alloy steel wire rod.

The Commission Should Continue to Find that Grade 1080 and Higher Tire
Cord and Tire Bead Is Not a Separate Like Product

Respondents urged the Commission to find that grade 1080 and higher tire cord and tire 

bead (“TCTB”) wire rod is a separate like product from all other CASWR - including other grade 

1080 CASWR. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 1-25; CASWR from Belarus Prelim., USITC Pub. 4693 at 8. 

Based on the application of its six-factor like-product in the Preliminary Determination, the 

Commission rejeeted this argument and found a single continuum like product consisting of all

The

B.

-6-
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CASWR, including grade 1080 and higher TCTB CASWR. Id at 8-12. The same conclusion

should be reached in this final stage of the case.

Specifically, in its preliminary decision, the Commission rejected respondents’ arguments 

that grade 1080 TCTB CASWR should be a separate like product based on an alleged lack of 

differences in the six factors it examines in defining like products. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 1-25. 

Notably, the Commission has rejected virtually the same arguments on 1080 TCTB CASWR as a 

separate like product in each investigation of CASWR in which the question has been examined 

dating back to the 2002 decision in CASWR from Brazil 01. S^ CASWR from Brazil 01, USITC 

Pub. 3546 at 7-12^; Carbon and Certain Allov Steel Wire Rod from China, USITC Pub. 4458 

(Prelim.) (Mar. 2014) t“CASWR from China Prelim.”) at 4-8.^ In each case, the Commission 

concluded that there is no clear dividing line between grade 1080 TCTB CASWR and other types 

of CASWR. CASWR from Brazil 01. USITC Pub. 3546 at 12; CASWR from China Preliin,, 

USITC Pub. 4458 at 8.^ Nothing has changed since those cases that would justify a different result 

in these final investigations.

^ Further, the Commission reached that determination notwithstanding Commerce’s exclusion 
of certain grade 1080 tire cord wire rod and grade 1080 tire bead wire rod from the scope of the 
2002 investigation. ^ CASWR from Brazil 2"‘^ Rev., USITC Pub. 4472 at 8-9 (citing to the 
related findings in CASWR from Brazil 01. USITC Pub. 3546 at 12 and CASWR from Brazil Ij! 
Rev.. USITC Pub. 4014 at 8). Here, tire cord and tire bead wire rod are included in the scope of 
this investigation (as in the Commission’s most recent investigation on CASWR from China.) 
providing even more compelling reason to treat the in-scope product spectrum as a single like 
product.
6 ^ also CASWR from China Final. USITC Pub. 4509 at 12 (affirming preliminary
determination without further analysis).
^ The statute defines the domestic like product as “a product which is like, or in the absence of 
like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an investigation. 19 U.S.C. 
§ 1677(10). The Commission generally considers a number of factors in defining the like product 
including physical characteristics and uses of the product, interchangeability, channels of 
distribution, customer and producer perceptions, common manufacturing facilities, producfion 
processes and employees and, where appropriate, price. S^, e^, Cleo, Inc., v. United States, 501

-7-
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As summarized below, based on the six factor test, there is no clear dividing line between 

the grade 1080 tire cord and tire bead CASWR and other CASWR products produced by the U.S. 

industry.^

Physical Characteristics and Uses Do Not Distinguish 1080 TCTB
CASWR from Other CASWR

As the Commission found in the Preliminary Determination, physical characteristics and 

do not create clear dividing lines between grade 1080 tire cord and tire bead wire rod and 

other subject wire rod. CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 8 (“All wire rod 

products within the scope, including grade 1080 tire cord and tire bead wire rod, are intermediate 

circular, hot-rolled steel products that are sold in irregularly wound coils and used for drawing and 

finishing into wire and wire products.”); s^ also CASWR from Brazil 01, USITC Pub. 3546 at 

10; CASWR from China Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4458 at 7. All CASWR is used for subsequent 

drawing and finishing into wire/wire products, which among other things, include tire cord wire 

and tire bead wire. CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 8. The Commission has 

consistently found no clear demarcation across the full range of the 11 different types of CASWR 

it has recognized to be within the continuum of CASWR products, despite each type having 

differing physical characteristics that make it suitable for its intended end use. Id at 8-9; CASWR 

from Brazil 01. USITC Pub. 3546 at 11: CASWR from China Prelim., USITC Pub. 4458 at 6-7.

The Commission rejected respondents’ arguments that grade 1080 TCTB CASWR should 

be differentiated from other CASWR based on its high carbon content, a claimed need to use pure

1.

uses

F.3d 1291, 1295 (Fed. Cir. 2007). The Commission looks for clear dividing lines between 
products, but disregards minor variations between products. Id; see also S. Rep. No. 96-249 at 
90-91, reprinted m 1979 U.S.C.C.A.N. 381, 476-77.
^ For a detailed discussion of each factor, see also the Postconference Brief of Charter, Gerdau 
and Keystone (“Pet. Postconf Brf ”) at Exhibit 1, Q.2.

-8-
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iron rather than steel scrap to produce it, and the exacting standards to which it is produced. 

CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 8-9. The Commission found based on record 

evidence that the various broad end use categories that comprise all CASWR have “an overlap of 

metallurgical qualities, chemistries, and physical characteristics.” Id at 10.

High carbon content does not establish a bright line given that there are a number of 

different CASWR products with carbon levels at 0.8 percent or more produced by the domestic 

industry, and respondents have not advocated for separate like products for those products. Id. at

9. [

]

Nor are the respondents’ continuing claims that grade 1080 TCTB CASWR must be made 

from pure iron a distinguishing factor. In fact, domestic producers [

]

]; Pet. Postconf Brf at Exh. 8; ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 1-28. Moreover, the 

Commission has specifically recognized that other grades of CASWR made from different types 

of billets nonetheless fall within the same CASWR continuum. See CASWR from Brazil 01, 

USITC Pub. 3546 at 12 (noting that tire cord wire rod and other specialty grades like CHQ and 

CSPBIC quality CASWR are also produced from high quality scrap or raw iron billets).

-9-
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The Commission has also previously rejected respondents’ continued argument that the 

exacting standards to which grade 1080 TCTB CASWR must be made establish any bright line. 

ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 1-17. As the Commission recognized, suspension spring wire rod, like grade 

1080 TCTB CASWR also “is a highly specialized wire rod product” with “exacting metallurgical 

and mechanical standards.” CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 9. Similarly, the 

record shows that both tire cord and music spring wire have “restrictive requirements for chemistry 

cleanliness, segregation, decarburization and surface imperfections.” ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 1-17. 

These facts demonstrate that “certain high-end wire rod products, including grade 1080 tire cord 

and tire bead wire rod, share stringent metallurgical and quality requirements,” without any clear 

demarcations. CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 9; see al^ CASWR from Brazil 

01, USITC Pub. 3546 at 9 (recognizing “the shared qualities among high-end wire rod products.”).

Lack of Interchangeability Is A Characteristic of Continuum Products2.

As is true of continuum like products, different products positioned along the CASWR 

continuum are generally not interchangeable with one another because they would not meet the 

specification required for the end use. As the Commission has previously recognized, this is a 

charaeteristic of a continuum like product rather than a distinguishing factor between products 

along the continuum;

If we were to find a separate domestic like product for tire cord wire 
rod because it could not be used for musie spring wire, we would 
also be obliged to find a separate domestic like product for music 
spring wire, which cannot be used for tire cord wire rod. The 
foregoing approach could be applied repeatedly across the spectrum 
of wire rod products falling within the scope of these investigations, 
thus reinforcing our view that the continuum itself constitutes the 
domestic like product.

-10-
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CASWR from Brazil 01. USITC Pub. 3546 at 10. In the Preliminary Determination, therefore, 

the Commission did not find lack of interchangeability to be a distinguishing factor between grade

1080 TCTB CASWR and other in-scope CASWR:

Products in the various end use categories are not necessarily 
interchangeable, but this does not distinguish grade 1080 tire cord 
and tire bead wire rod from other types of wire rod within the scope.

CASWR from Belarus Prelim., USITC Pub. 4693 at 10.

All CASWR Is Sold In Similar Channels of Distribution3.

The record shows that grade 1080 TCTB CASWR, [

] Id at 10; ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 1-34 (Table 1-8) and II-3 

(Table II-1). Thus, the record demonstrates that all CASWR travels through similar channels of

distribution.

All CASWR Is Made With Common Manufacturing Facilities, 
Employees, and Production Processes

All grade 1080 TCTB CASWR is produced in the same facilities, using the same 

equipment and employees as other in-scope CASWR. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at D-5; CASWR from 

Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 9 (“the basic equipment, machinery, and facilities remain 

the same for the production of all wire rod” including grade 1080 tire cord and tire bead wire rod). 

In questionnaire responses, certain foreign producers and purchasers nonetheless continue to argue 

that a separate like product definition for grade 1080 TCTB CASWR is required because the 

domestic industry cannot produce it. See, e,^^, ITC Prehrg. Rep. at [ 

collected by the Commission, however, shows that the domestic industry produced [

] of grade 1080 TCTB CASWR, accounting for [ 

consumption during the period of investigation. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-6 (Table C-3a). The [

4.

]). Data

] percent of domestic

-11-
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] that reported producing grade 1080 TCTB CASWR, [

] Pet. Postconf. Brf. at 

] Prod. QRs at V-l(c).^ As the Commission explained, because all 

domestic producers of 1080 TCTB CASWR produce all in-scope CASWR on the same mills, 

“there is no distinction in production facilities and manufacturing processes between domestically 

produced grade 1080 tire cord and tire bead wire rod and other domestically produced wire 

products.” CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 10.

Producer and Customer Perceptions Do Not Create A Bright Line 

There is some disagreement on the record between the purchasers and domestic producers

Exh. 8; [

5.

to whether the specialized end use and exacting standards create different producer and customer 

perceptions for grade 1080 TCTB CASWR that differentiate it from other in-scope CASWR

As the Commission found in the CASWR from

as

products. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at D-5 and D-10.

Belarus Prelim., specialized end uses and stringent specifications apply to other types of 

specialized CASWR as well. CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 10-11. The 

domestic producers make a large variety of specialized CASWR products, all of which are 

distinctly different from one another yet appear along the same continuum of CASWR products. 

Under such circumstances, it is impossible to draw a bright line between grade 1080 TCTB

CASWR, on the one hand, and other types of CASWR on the other hand. Id; CASWR from 

Brazil OT USITC Pub. 3546 at 12.

] Prod. QR at V-I(c).

-12-
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Prices of Grade 1080 TCTB CASWR Are Similar to Other Premium6.
CASWR Produets

Finally, there is a continuum of prices for all CASWR products with industrial grades at 

the low end and high-carbon, specialty grades at the high end. Prelim. Determination, USITC Pub. 

4693 at 11. Record evidence demonstrates that grade 1080 TCTB CASWR commands a price

premium over lower end products, but so do other premium CASWR products. li For example,

] for subject importsthe average unit value of grade 1080 TCTB CASWR in 2016 was [

] for the domestic product. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 1-36. The domestic industry’s 

quarterly prices in 2016 for Pricing Product 6, SAE 9254 suspension spring steel wire rod, which

and [

is also a premium CASWR product, were [

] - undermining any claim that prices differentiate 1080 TCTB CASWR from

other types of CASWR. Id. at V-19.

Thus, consistent with the Commission’s like product findings in the Preliminary 

Determination and all other recent CASWR cases, the record evidence overwhelming supports 

defining the domestic like product as all CASWR, including grade 1080 TCTB CASWR, 

coextensive with the scope of the investigation.

III. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

Based on the single like product definition, as discussed above, the Commission should 

continue to define the corresponding domestic industry as consisting of all U.S. producers of 

CASWR, as it did in the preliminary investigation and in prior CASWR investigations. 

Commission found in its Preliminary Determination, there is no basis for excluding any U.S.

10 As the

See 19 U.S.C. § 1677r4VAh CASWR from Belarus Prelim. USITC Pub. 4693 at 13; CASWR 
from China Final. USITC Pub. 4509 at 5-6; and CASWR from Brazil 2"^* Rev., USITC Pub. 4472 
at 11-12; and CASWR from Brazil Rev.. USITC Pub. 4014 at 9-10.

10
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producer from the domestic industry in this case. See CASWR from Belarus Prelim, USITC Pub. 

4693 at 12-13. Nothing has changed in these final investigations to alter the Commission’s finding 

on this issue. As the record shows, no U.S. producer imported subject merchandise and none 

purchased subject merchandise from U.S. importers. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at III-3 and 111-13.

Although [

]" 14

Accordingly, consistent with its Preliminary Determination, the Commission should 

continue to define the domestic industry as consisting of all U.S. producers of the domestic like

product.

IV. NEGLIGIBILITY

As the Commission recognized preliminarily, imports of CASWR from each of the ten 

countries subject to the antidumping duty investigations surpass the negligibility thresholds 

established by the statute either individually or on an aggregate basis. S^ CASWR from Belarus 

Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 13-17; 19 U.S.C. § 1677(24)(A). There is nothing on the record of

] “U.S.'' In its Preliminary Determination, the Commission found that [ 
production in 2014 and 2015 was considerably larger than its affiliated firm’s imports for those 
years, underscoring that its principal interest was in domestic production.” See Confidential Views 
from Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Wire Rod from Belarus, et al, (Prelim.) at 18; and CASWS 
from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 13. The data underlying the Commission’s finding 
remain unchanged in these final investigations. Specifically, [

]
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this final stage of the case to lead the Commission to alter its conclusion with regard to 

negligibility. Further discussion of this issue may be found in Nucor’s prehearing brief.

THE COMMISSION SHOULD CUMULATE IMPORTS FROM ALL TARGETV.
COUNTRIES

In assessing material injury, the statute requires the Commission to cumulate subject 

imports from all countries as to which petitions were filed on the same day, if such imports compete 

with each other and with the domestic like product in the U.S. market. See 19 U.S.C. § 

1677(7)(G)(i). The threshold condition for cumulation has been met in this case because the 

antidumping duty petitions against all ten countries and the countervailing duty petitions against 

Italy and Turkey were filed simultaneously on March 28, 2017. 

cumulation is required by the statute where there is a “reasonable overlap” of competition.^^ It is 

well-established that “{cjompletely overlapping markets are not required, 

typically considers four factors in determining whether there is a reasonable overlap of 

competition: (1) fungibility of the product from various sources,^^ (2) common or similar channels 

of distribution, (3) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic markets, and (4)

12 Once this condition is met.

»14 The Commission

See CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 20. None of the statutory exceptions 
set forth in 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(G)(ii) are applicable here.

See Uruguay Round Agreements Act, Statement of Administrative Action, H.R. Doc. No. 
103-316, Vol. I. (1994), at 848 (”SAA”) (“the statutory requirement is satisfied if there is a 
reasonable overlap of competition”) (citing Fundicao Tupy, S.A. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 
898, 902 (Ct. Inf 1 Trade 1988), affd. 859 F.2d 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988)).

See Wieland Werke. AG v. United States. 718 F. Supp. 50, 52 (Ct. Inf 1 Trade 1989).
Notably, “cumulation does not require two products to be highly fungible.” ^ Goss Graphic 

Svs., Inc. V. United States, 33 F. Supp. 2d 1082, 1087 (Ct. Int’l Trade 1998).

12

14

15
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simultaneous market presence.No single factor is determinative.^^ Because the record evidence 

in this case demonstrates a reasonable overlap in competition, as the Commission preliminarily 

CASWR imports from all subject countries should again be cumulatively analyzed in

Nothing has changed to warrant

18found,

evaluating material injury to the domestic industry, 

reconsideration of the Commission’s preliminary finding in this case.

A. Fungibility

During the preliminary phase of these investigations, the Commission found CASWR to 

be a fungible product that is generally interchangeable whether produced by the domestic industry 

or producers in each of the subject countries. CASWR from Belarus Prelim, USITC Pub. 4693 at 

20-21. The Commission should reach the same conclusion here. Based on the data gathered in 

the final phase of these investigations, the Commission staff concluded that “there is a moderate-

to-large degree of substitutability between domestically produced wire rod and wire rod imported

ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 11-12. In fact, almost all U.S. producers reported thatfrom subject sources.

subject imports and domestic wire rod are “always” interchangeable, while most importers and 

purchasers reported that the subject imports and U.S.-produced wire rod are frequently 

interchangeable. Id at II-3I (Table II-9a). Thus, there is a general consensus throughout the 

industry that CASWR from the United States and from each of the subject countries is

interchangeable.

See Certain Cast-Iron Pine Fittings from Brazil, the Republic of Korea, and Taiwan, USITC 
Pub 1845 (Final) (May 1986), affd. Fundicao Tupv, S.A. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 898 (Ct. 
Inf 1 Trade 1988), 859 F.2d 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

See Wieland Werke. AG, 718 F. Supp. at 52.
See CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 19-22.

16

17

18
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As the Commission preliminarily reeognized, “{t}he domestic like product and cumulated 

subject imports compete with one another in a range of products, but particularly in the 

industrial/standard quality wire rod category...CASWR from Belarus Prelim, USITC Pub. 4693 

at 29. The prehearing report contains further evidence showing overlap in the types of wire rod 

sold by U.S. producers and the subject countries. ^ ITC Prehrg. Rep. at IV-16 and IV-17 (Table 

IV-9). As shown in Table IV-9, U.S. producers’ U.S. shipments in 2016 consisted of all of the 

major types of wire rod products identified in the Commission’s questionnaire (low/medium-low 

carbon wire rod, high/medium-high carbon wire rod, all grades of tire cord and tire bead, welding 

quality wire rod, suspension spring wire rod, cold-heading quality (CHQ) wire rod, and other

] consisting of low/medium-low carbon wire 

] percent of U.S. importers’ shipments of subject imports in 2016

specialty wire rod), with a majority [

Id. Similarly, [rod.

consisted of low/medium-low carbon wire rod and [

] Id In addition, there were significant sales

]of high/medium-high carbon wire rod by the U.S. industry and by [ 

further extending the competition overlap. Id

Accordingly, the Commission should continue to find that CASWR is fungible whether 

sold by subject producers or domestic producers.

Channels of Distribution

During the preliminary phase of these investigations, the Commission found that subject

imports from each subject country and the domestic like product “are sold in similar channels of 

distribution....” CASWR from Belarus Prelim. USITC Pub. 4963 at 21. This finding remains 

accurate in these final investigations. As shown in Table II-1 of the prehearing report, U.S. 

producers sold significant volumes to both distributors and end users throughout the period of

B.
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investigation, with a larger proportion of shipments sold to end users. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at II-2 and

] were sold to end-users as well. 

] subject countries and U.S. producers sold

II-3. In 2016, subject imports from [

Id, Further, that [

CASWR to distributors as well. Id, Moreover, there is [

] See Exh. 1. Thus, imports from all ten subject countries and the domestic like product 

are sold in the same channels of distribution, further supporting cumulation in this case.

Geographic Overlap

The Commission recognized in its Preliminary Determination that U.S. producers and 

importers sell CASWR in all regions in the contiguous United States and, thus, overlap 

geographically in sales. CASWR from Belarus Prelim. USITC Pub. 4693 at 21. Data collected in 

the final stage of these investigations confirms that U.S. producers and importers sold CASWR in 

all six major geographic regions in the United States: Northeast, Midwest, Southeast, Central 

Southwest, Mountain, and Pacific Coast. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at II-4 (Table II-2). Subject imports 

from each country were also sold in multiple regions throughout the United States. 

Specifically, domestically-produced CASWR and subject imports from [

C.

Id.

] U.S. Imp.

QRs at III-IO and Exh. 2. Further, information on ports of entry for subject imports also show an 

overlap, as imports from all ten subject countries entered through the South in 2016. ITC Prehrg. 

Rep. at IV-19. Imports from eight subject countries also entered through the East. Importantly, 

once imported, CASWR is distributed throughout the United States. Id at II-4 (noting that 

importers sold 56.9 percent of wire rod within 100 miles of their U.S. point of shipment, 36.5 

percent between 101 and 1,000 miles, and 6.6 percent over 1,000 miles). Thus, there can be no

-18-
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question that imports from all ten subject countries and the domestic like product are present in 

the same geographic markets.

Simultaneous Presence

Imports of CASWR from each subject country were present in the U.S. market during most

of the period of investigation, with subject imports from each country present in the United States 

in 2015 and 2016 and virtually all subject imports present in both 2014 and in the interim 2017 

period as well. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at IV-4 (Table IV-2) and IV-29 (Table IV-14). Domestically- 

produced CASWR has been present in the U.S. market in every year of the POI, including the 

2017 interim period. Id at III-9 (Table III-5) and IV-29 (Table IV-14). Thus, there is more than 

sufficient overlapping presence of domestic CASWR and subject imports in the U.S. market during 

the POI to support cumulation, as the Commission recognized in its Preliminary Determinatiori. 

CASWR from Belarus Prelim, USITC Pub. 4963 at 21.

In sum, each of the factors generally considered by the Commission indicate that 

cumulation is again mandatory in these final investigations. U.S. producers, importers, and 

purchasers all agree that imports from each subject country are generally interchangeable with 

each other and the domestic like product. Moreover, evidence gathered by the Commission staff 

demonstrates an overlap between all subject imports and the domestic like product when one

D.

considers the product type of wire rod sold by subject producers and U.S. producers. In addition,

are sold in similar channels ofthe domestic like product and imports from all ten subject countries 

distribution, compete in the same geographic markets, and were simultaneously present in the U.S. 

market. In short, the record overwhelming demonstrates that subject imports “compete with each

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(G)(i).other and with the domestic like product in the U.S. market.
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Accordingly, the Commission must cumulatively assess the volume and effect of imports from all 

subject countries in its material injury analysis.

VI. CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION

Captive Production

As the Commission preliminarily found, the captive production criteria are satisfied in this 

. See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv) and CASWR from Belarus Prelim, USITC Pub. 4693 at 26-

A.

case

27. During the POI, the domestic industry either internally-consumed or transferred to related

] pereent of U.S. producers’ domestic shipments of wire rod, 

] percent of such shipments were sold commercially. ITC

] and [firms between [ 

while between [

Prehrg. Rep. at III-9 (Table III-5). Notably, the domestic industry’s combined captive production 

accounted for an increasing percentage of total U.S. shipments over the POI, as the domestic

] and [

See id and C-5, VI-5. Thus, the threshold19industry lost commercial sales to subject imports, 

condition of the captive produetion provision - that a significant portion of production of the 

domestic like product is internally transferred - is met in this case. 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv);

CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 26 (finding application of the captivesee

production provision satisfied when U.S. producers’ merchant market sales accounted for between 

69.0 percent and 71.2 percent of total U.S. market sales during the POI).

The record demonstrates that the two additional criteria of the captive produetion provision

The first criterion is that the domestic like product that is internally20are also satisfied in this case.

Indeed, as the prehearing report states, “U.S. producers’ commercial U.S. shipments 
decreased by 6.0 percent from 2014 to 2016, while their average unit values decreased by 26.1 
percent.” ITC Prehrg. Rep. at III-8.

Section 503(c) of the Trade Preferences Extension Act eliminated the previous third 
requirement under the captive production provision of the statute. S^ Trade Preferences

19

20
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transferred for processing does not enter the merchant market for the domestic like product. 19 

U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I). This statutory factor is satisfied because all of the CASWR internally 

consumed or transferred is processed into other downstream products, and thus, does not compete 

with the domestic like product in the merchant market. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at III-l 1 and III-12.

The second criterion is also met because wire rod is the predominant material input in the 

production of the downstream article that is captively produced. See 19 U.S.C. § 

1677(7)(C)(iv)(II). As set forth in the prehearing report, wire rod that is internally consumed or 

transferred accounts for the majority of the finished cost of a number of end-use products. ITC 

Prehrg. Rep. at III-12. Indeed, domestic producers reported that the wire rod internally consumed 

or transferred generally accounts for at least [ 

cost of the majority of the end-use products. Id at II-8 and II-9 and U.S. Prod. QRs at IV-11(b).

Given that all of the statutory criteria of the captive production provision have been 

satisfied in these investigations, the Commission should continue to focus on the merchant market 

in analyzing market share and the financial performance of the domestic industry in the final phase 

of these investigations.

] of the

The Effect of Unfairly-Traded Imports from China on the U.S. Industry, and
the Reaction of Subject Imports to the Chinese Orders, Should Be Taken Into
Account As a Condition of Competition in Analyzing Injury Here

B.

The assessment of the impact of subject imports on the domestic CASWR industry must 

take into account, as a condition of competition in the U.S. market, the effects of the imports from 

China that were targeted by a trade action filed during the period of investigation. In January 2014,

Extension Act of 2015, Pub. L. 114-27 (June 29, 2015), at Title V (“American Trade Enforcement 
Effectiveness Act”), at Section 503(c); see alro CASWR from Belarus Prelim., USITC Pub. 4693 
at 26 n.l44.
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the domestic industry filed antidumping and countervailing duty petitions against wire rod from 

China, pointing to the surge in imports from China over the 2011 to 2013 period that injured the 

U.S. industry. CASWR from China. 79 Fed. Reg. 7,225 (USITC Feb. 6,2014). Data gathered 

by the Commission in that case showed that Chinese imports surged from 144 tons in 2011 to over 

600,000 tons by 2013. Exh. 3. Imports from China also increased their penetration of the U.S. 

market from 0 percent to 11.7 percent of the total market, and from 0 to 14.4 percent of the 

merchant market, between 2011 and 2013. Id As a result of these surging import volumes, 

domestic CASWR producers lost market share, suffered declines in production, shipments, and 

employment, and struggled financially as profits fell to anemic levels over the 2011 to June 2014 

period of investigation. Exh. 3. In January 2015, the Commission found that CASWR imports 

from China were causing injury to the domestic industry and orders were imposed. Thus, in 

2014, the domestic CASWR industry was already in a severely weakened condition as a result of 

the injury inflicted by the dumped and subsidized imports from China.

When the orders were imposed against China, the domestic industry anticipated that it 

would be able to recover sales and improve profitability that had been decimated by the imports 

from China. ^ Exh. 4. Indeed, even respondents’ counsel shared that view, citing his 

expectation that the domestic industry would regain the 600,000 tons of volume in the U.S. market 

that China had unfairly captured. Id Unfortunately, subject imports deprived the U.S. industry 

of this much-needed sales increase and of desperately-needed increases in prices and profits. See 

infra sections VII.B. and C. Opportunistic and unfairly-traded imports from the subject countries

21 Spp, CASWR from China Final. USITC Pub. 4509; see also CASWR from China, 80 Fed. 
Reg. 1,015 (Dep’t Commerce Jan. 8, 2015) (AD Order); CASWR from China, 80 Fed. Reg. 
1,018 (Dep’t Commerce Jan 8, 2015) (CVD Order).
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quickly surged into the U.S. market after the filing of the China trade case in 2014, to not only 

replace volumes and market share captured by China but to increase import volumes and market 

share even further. See infra sections VILA., VlI.D.l.; ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5.

Purchasers corroborated this shift in sourcing from Chinese wire rod to subject imports.

For example, [

] These anecdotal examples confirm the macro trends reflected in the official

import statistics.

As a result, any brief uptick to the domestic industry’s performance in 2014 was short

lived, and the U.S. industry suffered further declines in its production, shipments, and profits over 

the 2014 to 2016 period. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. This backdrop of the injurious effects of imports 

from China is an important condition of competition facing the U.S. industry here.

Demand Conditions

Wire rod is an intermediate product intended for further processing, 

demand for wire rod is derived from demand for downstream products, which can be broadly 

categorized into the construction and automotive markets. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at 11-10. Specific

22

c.
For that reason.

Petitioners are not seeking to expand the 2014 to 2016 period of investigation in this case but 
do believe it is critical that the domestic industry’s condition in 2014 - the first year of the current 
POI - is placed in context. The U.S. industry was already in a weakened condition in 2014, the 
base year of this POI, due to injury inflicted by China. CASWR from China Final, USITC Fftb. 
4509. A comparison of the volumes and market shares captured by China - a country found to 
have caused injury — to those captured by subject imports is also instructive in assessing the imp^t 
of the unfairly-traded subject imports here. S^ section VlI.D.l.; Exh. 3; ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-

22

5.
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downstream applications include products such as industrial wire and wire mesh, racks and 

shelving, staples and nails, tire cord and bead, cold-finished bar, cold headed parts, and reinforced 

concrete construction. Id at II-8.

During the period of investigation, U.S. consumption of CASWR declined over the 2014

2016 period but improved in interim 2017. On the basis of the total market, U.S. consumption of 

CASWR dropped from 5,447,162 short tons in 2014 to 5,430,928 tons in 2015 and 5,321,081 tons 

in 2016. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at IV-27. This amounted to a decline of 2.3 percent from 2014 to 2016. 

Id. For the merchant market alone, U.S. consumption of CASWR fell from 4,427,667 short tons 

in 2014 to 4,380,478 tons in 2015 and 4,241,954 tons in 2016, a decline of 4.2 percent. Id at IV-

29.

In interim 2017, consumption increased to 4,381,303 short tons, as compared to 4,104,862 

tons in the first three quarters of 2016 in the total market, an increase of 6.7 percent. Id at IV-27. 

Merchant market consumption increased to 3,530,204 tons as compared to 3,245,101 tons in the 

comparable period of 2016, in interim 2017 an expansion of 8.8 percent. Id at IV-29.

Despite the decline in U.S. demand for CASWR during the 2014-2016 period, as discussed 

in section VI.C., subject imports actually increased in volume and directly took market share from 

the domestic industry. Domestic industry shipments consequently fell at a rate that exceeded the 

contraction in U.S. demand. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5.

Supply Conditions

During the period of investigation, ArcelorMittal closed its CASWR production facility in 

Georgetown, South Carolina. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at III-4. When announcing the mill closure in the

D.
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23 Evenmiddle of 2015, the company noted its long struggles with unfair imports of CASWR. 

with the capacity of the Georgetown facility removed from the U.S. industry total, the U.S. industry 

remains capable of serving the vast majority of the U.S. market. U.S. capacity to produce CASWR 

fell from a total of 5,225,753 tons in 2014 to 4,823,902 tons in 2016, a 7.7 percent decline. ITC 

Prehrg. Rep. at III-5. Based on 2016 capacity, the domestic industry remains capable of serving 

] percent of the total U.S. market for CASWR. M, at III-5 and IV-25. Further, if the domestic 

industry’s excess capacity on the common equipment upon which it makes CASWR and other 

products is considered, the domestic industry has more than sufficient excess capacity to meet the 

demand of the entire U.S. market for CASWR.

Importantly, the U.S. industry also has substantial excess capacity to increase its production 

and shipments of CASWR. In 2016, the domestic industry had 1,253,542 tons of excess capacity 

to produce CASWR. Id Given that U.S. imports of CASWR from subject sources in that year 

totaled 701,654 tons (jd at IV-4), the U.S. industry could have easily produced the entire volume 

of subject imports with the capacity currently in place. Thus, the increase in subject imports during 

the period of investigation was in no way justified by any lack of production capacity on the part 

of the domestic industry.

[

24

1 (May 15,23 [
2015), attached at Exh. 5. Another [

] attached at Exh. 5.
In 2016, the domestic industry had 2,033,211 tons of excess capacity on the common 

production equipment upon which it produces CASWR and other long products. ITC Prehrg. Rep. 
at III-7. In that same year, U.S. imports of CASWR from all sources totaled 1,772,581 tons. Id 
at IV-25.

24
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E. Substitutabilitv/Price Sensitivity

The high degree of substitutability between wire rod from the various sources and resultant 

importance of price in purehasing decisions continue to be signifieant conditions of competition 

in the U.S. wire rod market. As diseussed in section V.A., CASWR is a fungible and substitutable 

product regardless of whether it is produced by the domestic industry or by any of the ten subject 

countries. As a result, price becomes the key determinant of sales. Indeed, the Commission found 

in its Preliminary Determination that “subject imports and the domestically produced product of 

the same type are highly substitutable and that price plays an important role in purchasing 

decisions.” CASWR from Belarus Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 29. In addition, the Commission 

recognized that the “domestic like product and cumulated subject imports compete with one 

another in a range of products, but particularly in the industrial/standard quality wire rod 

category.... Id.

In the final phase of these investigations, the record continues to indicate that both domestic 

and imported wire rod are highly substitutable and that the wire rod market is price sensitive. 

Almost all U.S. producers reported that U.S. produced wire rod is “always” interchangeable with 

subject wire rod, while importers and purchasers generally reported that U.S. produced and subject 

wire rod are “always” or “frequently” interchangeable. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at II-31.

Most purchasers (31 of 39) rated price as a “very important” factor in purchasing decisions. 

Id at 11-14 and 11-15. In fact, the vast majority (36 of 39) of purchasers cited price as one of the 

top three factors considered in their purchasing decisions. Id at II-14. A large number of those 

purchasers (22 of 39) purchasers reported that they “usually” purchase the lowest-price product. 

Id All seven responding U.S. producers reported that factors other than price were “never” a 

significant factor in buying decisions. Id at 11-34 - 11-35. Although most responding importers
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reported that factors other than price were “frequently” or “sometimes” a significant factor, the 

majority of responding purchasers reported that non-price differences are “sometimes 

significant factors when comparing U.S.-produced and subject wire rod. Id Finally, several 

purchasers indicated the importance of price in their buying decisions in responding to allegations 

of lost sales and lost revenue and indicated that price was a primary reason for the decision to 

purchase subject imports rather than the U.S.-produced product. Id at V-32; s^ al^ section 

VII.B.2.

or never

All seven responding U.S. producers reported that factors other than price were “never a 

significant factor in buying decisions. Id at 11-34 - 11-35. Although most responding importers 

reported that factors other than price were “frequently” or “sometimes” a significant factor, the 

majority of responding purchasers reported that non-price differences are “sometimes 

significant factors. Id

Accordingly, the evidence in these final investigations continue to demonstrate that subject 

imports and the domestic product are highly substitutable and that price is very important in 

determining sales in the U.S. wire rod market.

Raw Material Costs

or “never'

F.

The primary raw material input used to produce CASWR using the electrical arc furnace 

production method is steel scrap. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at V-1. The Prehearing Staff Report states

] from January 2014 to September 2017. Id During the staffthat steel scrap prices [

conference, respondents argued that the CASWR price declines the U.S. industry has experienced 

during the POI were solely due to declines in scrap costs and not subject imports. Conf Tr. at 61

62, 191-92 (Trendl, Nolan). Specifically, respondents asserted that U.S. CASWR prices are

Id. at 105-07. Theindexed to scrap prices reported using the American Metal Market.
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Commission’s record establishes, however, that the scrap price indexing did not insulate U.S.

producers from the competitive effects of low-priced imports. As Mr. Canosa testified, U.S.

producers have been forced to cut prices and profits despite the scrap index in an effort to compete

with the absurdly low prices of subject imports. Conf Tr. at 132-33. Mr. Canosa stated that:

We had an agreement with a customer with an index base - again 
the base price was already low because it was set based on import 
price but throughout the year the imports because so aggressive that 
the customer decided to pull out of the agreement or we had to lower 
our base price even lower.

Id, at 188. While declining raw material costs should have resulted in some declines in U.S. prices 

of CASWR, U.S. CASWR prices have fallen to a greater degree than costs, preventing the U.S. 

producers from earning a reasonable rate of return throughout the POL See section VII.B.3. 

MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF SUBJECT IMPORTSVII.

Volume of Subject ImportsA.

Significance of Volume on Absolute and Relative Basis

The cumulative volume of CASWR imports from Belarus, Italy, Korea, Russia, South 

Africa, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates, and the United Kingdom, is significant 

on an absolute basis, as well as relative to consumption and production in the United States. As 

shown in Table 1, subject imports totaled 701,654 tons and accounted for 39.6 percent of CASWR 

imports in 2016.

1.

ilSiHiwb!
Sil■Ifii SIilii liif1■i ____SI iMMim

Percent of TotalVolume (in short tons)Country
39.6701,654Subject imports
60.41,070,927

________ _________ 1,772,581
Source: ITC Prehrg. Rep, at IV-4 (Table (IV-2).

All others
100.0%Total
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In interim 2017, subject imports remained significant, totaling 543,592 tons, accounting for 35.5

percent of all imports. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at IV-4 - IV-5.

The share of total subject imports relative to consumption and production is also 

significant. In 2016, subject imports accounted for 16.5 percent of the U.S. merchant market and 

19.7 percent of U.S. production of CASWR. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at III-5, IV-4, and IV-31. By 

interim 2017, subject imports were still sizeable, holding a 15.4 percent U.S. market share. Id. at

IV-31.

Increasing Import Volumes on Absolute and Relative Basis2.

As indicated in the chart below, cumulated imports of CASWR from the subject countries 

increased from 449,609 tons in 2014 to 701,654 tons in 2016, an increase of 56.1 percent. ITC 

Prehrg. Rep. at C-4. As Eric Nystrom of Nucor testified at the staff conference, “in 2015 and 2016, 

subject producers kept shipping massive volumes with no signs of slowing down.” Conf Tr. at 

127. With imports from non-subject countries declining by 20.7 percent from 2014 to 2016, the 

increase in subject imports accounted for ^ of the total increase in imports during the POL ITC 

Prehrg. Rep. at C-4. Further, subject import volumes continued to increase in interim 2017 until 

this case was filed. The volume of subject imports in the first half of 2017, totaling 382,000 tons, 

exceeded the 349,000 tons of subject imports in the first six months of 2016. Exh. 6. Only when 

this case was filed did subject imports decline significantly, dropping in the third quarter of 2017, 

and resulting in an overall volume decline for the interim 2017 period. Id and ITC Prehrg. Rep. 

at C-4. This decline was due directly to the filing of the trade case in March 2017. See section

VLB. [

]
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Subject Import Volumes Are Large and Increasing
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Source; !TC Prehrg. Rep. at lV-4 (Table lV-2).

As a share of the U.S. market, subject imports are also substantial and growing. The market

share captured by subject imports of CASWR expanded from 10.2 percent in 2014 to 16.5 percent

in 2016. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. Notably, the volume of subject imports increased by 56.1

percent over the 2014 to 2016 period despite a decline in U. S. demand for CASWR in the merchant

market of 4.2 percent over that period. Id That subject imports were growing even as demand

declining also explains their substantial market share gains. Id

Subject Imports Captured an Increasing Share of 
the U.S. Market From 2014 to 2016
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Source: ITC Prehrg. Rep. at IV-31 (Table IV-15).
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The market share of subjeet imports remained substantial in January-September 2017 at 

15.4 percent - well above the 2014 subject import share. Id at C-5. That this 15.4 percent share 

in interim 2017 was below the January-September 2016 level of 17.4 percent is directly related to 

the filing of the trade case, as discussed above and reflected in the monthly data. Exh. 6; ^ also 

section VII.C.4. The statute permits the Commission to consider whether changes in volume are

With the trade case being filed in March 2017, the25related to the pendency of the investigation, 

case filing explains the slight decline in import market share due to the decline in imports in the

third quarter of 2017. Id

These data demonstrate that the increase in the volume of subject imports, both on an 

absolute and relative basis, is significant and increasing over the POL

B. Price Effects of Subject Imports

CAS WR is sold primarily on the basis of price. section VI.E. Both domestic industry 

and respondent witnesses testified at the staff conference as to the importance of price in 

purchasing decisions. Conf Tr. at 124-25 (Armstrong), 131-32 (Canosa), 126-28 (Nystrom), 106 

(Stauffer). Indeed, Mr. Stauffer, Vice President for Sourcing and Logistics of Insteel Industries, 

indicated that “I have two mandates in my job. I’m supposed to buy cheaper than my competitors 

and I’m not supposed to run out.” Conf Tr. at 106. Thus, as one of the largest U.S. purchasers of 

CASWR, Mr. Stauffer confirmed that CASWR is an extremely price-sensitive product.

Mr. Armstrong, of Keystone, testified that:

Wire rod customers are very price sensitive, as we’ve heard this 
morning, and the market pricing is quite transparent as also we heard 
this morning. It only takes one import source to offer lower prices 
to start the downward spiral.

25 ^19U.S.C. § 1677(7)(I).
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Conf. Tr. at 122-23. Similarly, Mr. Canosa of Gerdau stated:

Industry publieations like American Metal Market, Platts, and CRU 
list wire rod prices which customers then collaborate through their 

contacts with importers and through import license data. In this 
way, even a
subject countries can have a big impact in U.S. pricing in a relatively 
short period of time.

own
small volume of low-priced imports from one of the

Conf. Tr. at 131.

Subject Imports Undercut U.S. Producer Prices in the Majority of
Quarterly Comparisons and Volume Comparisons

The data developed through the Commission’s questionnaire process show that imports of 

CASWR from the subject countries have substantially undersold domestic producer prices

Subject imports undersold the domestic

1.

26throughout the POI in this very price-sensitive market, 

product in 192 of 231 possible comparisons, or 83.1 percent of the time. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at V

] percent. Id. The average margin of underselling 

] percent. Id Subject imports also undersold the corresponding 

domestic product in the vast majority (83.7 percent) of the volume of sales reported. Id As 

indicated in the table below, imports from each of the subject countries individually undersold

29. Margins of underselling ranged up to [

for subject imports was [

U.S. producers in the majority of possible comparisons [

] IdatV-30.

Pricing data reported by these U.S. producers accounted for 45.3 percent of U.S. producers 
shipments of CASWR and the following percentages of U.S. commercial shipments of subject 
imports in 2016: Belarus, [ ] percent; Italy, [ ] percent; Korea [ ] percent; Russia,

1 percent; South Africa, [ ] percent; Spain, [ ] percent; Turkey, [ ] percent;
] percent; the United Arab Emirates, [ ] percent; and the United Kingdom,

] percent. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at V-8.

26

[
Ukraine, [
[
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Significant Underselling by Subject Imports

Percent 
Underselling 

Based on 
Volume

Percent 
Underselling 

Based on 
Number

Number of 
Quarters - 
Overselling

Number of 
Quarters - 

Underselling

Overselling
Volume

Underselling
VolumeCountry

92.31Belarus 12
81.829Italy
51.51617Korea
100.00Russia 18

South
Africa 80.0416

89.74Spain 35
81.0834Turkey
97.21Ukraine 35
100.004UAE
80.0312UK

Subject
Imports_____________
Source: ITC Prehrg. Rep, at V-30 (Table V-lOa).

83.783.1245,916391,263,228192

Purchasers Shifted Significant Volumes from U.S. Producers to Subject2.
Imports Due to Price

Information on lost sales and lost revenue gathered from U.S. purchasers further confirms 

the adverse volume and price effects of subject imports. The 38 responding purchasers reported a 

significant increase in their purchases of subject imports during the POI, from 364,887 tons in 

2014 to 608,253 tons in 2016, an increase of 66.7 percent. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at V-34. At the same 

time, the responding purchasers indicated that they reduced their purchases from U.S. producers.

Id.

Of the 24 responding purchasers that reported that they had purchased CASWR from the 

subject countries instead of domestically-produced CASWR since 2014, 18 reported that subject 

imports were priced lovyer and 17 reported that price was a primary reason for the shift. Id at V-
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]32. The quantity of purchases shifted that purchasers admitted were due to price was [

27 Id. atV-37.tons.

Virtually All of U.S. Purchasers Reported Subject Imports Were Lower 
Priced and That They Shifted Purchases To Subject Imports Due To Pricii

Number of 
purchasers that 
reported shifting 
purchases due to 
_____ price_________

Quantity of subject 
country purchases 
instead of domestic 
purchases where 

subject imports were 
lower priced (tons)

Number of 
purchasers having 
purchased CASWR 

from subject 
countries instead of 
domestic CASWR

Number of 
purchasers reporting 

that imports were 
lower priced

Percent purchasers 
reporting that price 

was lower

][1775.0%1824

Source: ITC Prehrg. Rep, at V-32 and V-35 - V-37 (Table V-13).

Specific purchaser comments include the following:

• [
]

• [

]

• [

]

• [
]

• [

]

This figure understates the volume of subject imports that were purchased due to price because 
the Commission did not received full questionnaire coverage from U.S. purchasers and several 
purchasers that did report shifting due to price did not report a specific volume shift ([

27

])•
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• [

• [
]

• [

]

• [

]

• [

]

• [

• [

]

• [
]

The record, therefore, demonstrates that underselling by the subject imports was significant 

throughout the POL As described in section VII.B. 1., due to this pervasive underselling, domestic 

producer prices declined substantially over the period, resulting in significant financial 

deterioration for the domestic industry.
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Subject Imports Have Depressed U.S. Prices to a Significant Degree
Over the POI

3.

Domestic producers have suffered price depression over the POI due to competition with

The average unit value of U.S.lower-priced CASWR imports from the subject countries, 

producers’ net sales of CASWR fell from $715 per ton in 2014 to $529 per ton in 2016, or by

The pricing data collected by the CommissionITC Prehrg. Rep. at III-9.26.0 percent.

demonstrate that domestic CASWR prices declined significantly (by between [ 

percent) during the POI. Id, at V-27-29. These trends are more significant if based on the period 

prior to the filing of the trade case - CASWR prices fell by between [

]

] percent from

first quarter 2014 to fourth quarter 2016. Id,

As Mr. Armstrong of Keystone testified at the preliminary conference, the surge in low-

priced imports from the subject countries had a depressing effect on U.S. prices:

With import competition at even lower prices in 2016, we were 
forced to be aggressive in trying to match import prices to maintain 

volume. As import prices fell, the volume became even more 
important. We found ourselves having to try to compete for every 
ton, no matter how small the order. Smaller orders also mean higher 
unit production costs, even in the face of those lower unit prices.

Conf Tr. at 124. In its questionnaire response, purchaser [

our

]

At the staff conference, respondents attempted to blame the severe price declines the U.S. 

industry has suffered on declines in scrap costs alone and not subject imports. Conf Tr. at 61-62, 

191-92. The Commission’s record, however, establishes that U.S. producers increasingly have 

had difficulty obtaining prices that enable them to receive a reasonable rate of return. Information
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gathered in this final phase of the case demonstrates that U.S. prices declined by more than scrap 

ITC Prehrg. Rep. at VI-9 and V-10. Specifically, U.S. unit net sales values for CASWR 

fell to a greater degree than did unit raw materials, as low-priced imports surged. Id. Unit net 

sales declined by $24 per ton more than unit raw materials from 2014 to 2016, leading to the 

domestic industry’s decline in operating income. Id

These results are confirmed by individual producers’ experience. [

costs.

]

] U.S. Prod. QRatIV-3(b).

Thus, the financial deterioration of the domestic CASWR industry is due largely to 

declining prices and drastically reduced revenues resulting from significant and increasing 

volumes of unfairly traded low-priced imports from the subject countries.

Purchasers Confirm That Subject Imports Caused the Price
Depression and Suppression Suffered by Domestic Producers

As Mr. Canosa of Gerdau testified, the surge of low-priced imports from the subject 

countries had a depressing effect on U.S. producer prices:

To respond to the import competition, we have been forced to 
institute foreign fighters’ pricing with major customers to stand the 
loss of sales and protect our mills production. Foreign fighter 
pricing means customers tell us the foreign price and then we’re 
forced to try to match it if we want to keep their business. Under 
these market dynamics, we’re left with no choice but to lower our 
price to unsustainable levels just to keep our sales volume.

[

4.
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Conf. Tr. at 132. Information provided by purchasers provides evidence in support of Mr. 

Canosa’s testimony that unfair imports from the subject countries were the eause of the price 

depression suffered by the domestic industry during the period of investigation. Indeed, [

] LSLR Survey at 5. [

] As summarized below, numerous 

purehasers stated that, in their experience, U.S. producers reduced their prices to compete with 

subject imports from subject countries during the POI. Further, the degree by which the domestic 

producers were forced to reduce their prices was significant:

• [
]

• [
]

]

• [
]

• [

]
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• [

• [
]

• [
]

• [

]

In sum, a significant number of purchasers of CASWR in the U.S. market stated that price 

competition from subjeet imports foreed domestie producers to reduce priees during the period of 

investigation and that those reduetions were substantial, ranging from 5 to 15 pereent. Id.

Unfairly Traded Subject Imports Have Had a Significant Injurious Impact on
the U.S. Industry

C.

Domestic Producers Have Suffered Declines in Numerous Key Trade1.
Variables

The domestie industry has suffered significant declines in all of its trade variables over the 

POI, even beginning the investigatory period (2014) in a pummeled eondition by China. ^ 

section VLB. Domestic capacity, production, and shipments all fell over the 2014 to 2016 period, 

U.S. produeers struggled to eompete with subject imports. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. Domestie 

industry commercial shipments dropped by 6.0 percent, outpaeing the decline in demand in the 

merchant market of 4.2 percent. Id

Notably, the domestic industry experienced a significant reduction in capacity of 7.7 

percent over the POI, driven largely by the elosure of Areelor Mittal USA’s Georgetown faeility.

as
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Id at III-4; sections VI.D. and VII.C.2. below and Exh. 5. Despite this decline in overall 

capacity, the domestic industry’s capacity utilization levels never exceeded 74.0 percent over the 

past three years. Id at C-4. This low capacity utilization rate occurred even as the industry 

attempted to regain sales in the wake of the decline in imports from China. Id at C-4; Conf. Tr. 

at 124-25. In a capital-intensive industry such as the CASWR industry, these anemic levels of 

utilization are insufficient to maintain the industry’s equipment and operations over the long-term.

The domestic industry also saw its merchant market share fall to the extremely low level

] percent by interim 2017.28 ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5.] percent by 2016 and [of just [

As recently as 2011, before the unfair Chinese imports entered the United States in large volumes, 

the domestic industry’s market share stood at 70 percent. Exh. 3. Even over the current POI, the

U.S. industry’s share declined from 59.3 percent in 2014 to 58.2 percent in 2016 and then to 56.6 

percent in interim 2017. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. As the Chinese market share fell from 8.5 

percent in 2014 to 0 in 2015 and 2016 as a result of the trade case, subject import market share 

jumped by 6.3 percentage points. Id Subject imports took the vast majority of the market share 

China lost as well as additional market share from the domestic industry. The rapid erosion of 

U.S. sales and market share since 2011, first due to China, and since 2014 due to subject imports, 

is a strong indication of the injury unfairly-traded imports have inflicted on the U.S. industry.

The Rapidly Deteriorating Condition of the Domestic Industry Has Led
tn Plant Closures. Lost Jobs, and Lost Sales Over the POI

While the decline in the macro trade and financial data are significant, the injury to the 

domestic industry is also manifest in specific examples of plant closures and employee layoffs that

2.

Domestic industry market shares as well as the U.S. industry’s financial condition discussed 
in this brief are based on sales in the merchant market, given that the statutory criteria for applying 
the captive production provision are met in this case. S^ section VI. A.

28
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provide a human face to the industry’s struggles. Over the course of the POI, two significant 

domestic wire rod producers closed their doors. ArcelorMittal Georgetown shut down its wire rod 

production operations in 2015. Exh. 5. Republic Steel closed its Lorain, Ohio, operations in 2016. 

Id, Both of these plant closures were accompanied by substantial job losses to U.S. workers. 

ArcelorMittal Georgetown reported that 226 workers lost jobs as a result of the closure of that wire

rod mill. Id Republic Steel’s mill resulted in the loss of over 200 more U.S. steelworker jobs. Id

As Ms. Brown of the United Steelworkers testified, “these lost jobs and wages hurt not only hard

working, highly skilled American steel workers, but also their families, retirees, and entire 

communities that depended on the success of the workers and their local mill.

When ArcelorMittal USA closed its Georgetown mill, it issued a press release expressly 

pointing to imports as the reason for the closure. As Mr. P.S. Venkat, CEO of ArcelorMittal Long 

Carbon North America stated: “Despite our joint efforts and a highly productive workforce, the 

facility has incurred significant loses since the restart due to high input costs and imports. . . . 

Imports have really been damaging to the Georgetown facility, and the business overall. Exh. 5 

(emphasis added). In reporting the closure of the Georgetown mill in August 2015, another news 

article stated:

Conf. Tr. at 140.

The plant is the company’s main producer of wire rod in the United 
States and the company said it could no longer compete with foreign 
steel wire imports that it says are being unfairly traded domestically.
The company said imported wire rod now makes up a third of the 
domestic market.

Id, (emphasis added). Similarly, Republic Steel cited dumped imports as leading to the closure of

its Lorain facility. Id, According to Dennis Hamilton, President of the USW Local 1104, That

Id, “Nights are hard to sleep, thinking the next day is it going to getforeign trade is killing us.

worse?” M,
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Further, [

] These plant elosures and lost jobs punctuate the devastating effects

subject imports have had on the U.S. industry.

As Low-Priced Imports Depressed U.S. Prices, the Domestic Industry’s3.
Net Sales and Profits Plummeted

Even worse than the downturn in the domestic industry’s trade indicators has been the dire 

financial condition in which it has found itself over the POL As low-priced subject imports surged 

and U.S. prices fell, so too did U.S. sales values and profits. The net sales value of the U.S. industry 

dropped by over 30 percent between 2014 and 2016. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. The domestic 

industry also suffered substantial declines in all profit indicia over the POL gross profits of the 

industry fell by 21.2 percent, operating profits fell by 52.2 percent, and the net income of the 

industry plunged by 54.5 percent between 2014 and 2016. Id Similarly, the industry’s operating 

profit to net sales ratios - already at a minimal level of just 2.8 percent in 2014 - fell even further 

by 2016 to just 1.9 percent. Id

Not only are all of these financial declines over the POI significant, but they were from a 

very low base in 2014. By 2014, there had been a substantial deterioration in each of the profit 

factors (gross profits, net profits, operating profits) from those reported in 2011. Exh. 3 and 

ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. Thus, the further decline in profits over the current POI is all the more 

devastating. Put another way, by 2016, the domestic industry’s financial condition was far more
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bleak than it was in 2013, when the Commission found it to have been materially injured due to 

imports from China. Compare Exh. 3 with ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5.

The result of this continued financial decline has been a significant reduction in the capital 

expenditures of the industry. Capital expenditures - already depressed by reason of competition 

from China - fell precipitously over the POI, by an additional [

industry’s net income and operating income fall by over 50 percent in just two years to the 

abysmal levels shown in 2016, domestic producers simply have no funds with which to invest. Id 

at C-5. Notably, while the Commission has often focused on the operating profit to net sales ratio 

of the industry as the main indicia of its financial condition (a factor which also shows injury here), 

the Commission must also examine the industry’s actual net income and operating income on a 

dollars basis. Domestic producers cannot invest ratios; they must invest dollars to upgrade or 

expand operations. That is why there have been significant postponements or cancellations of 

planned investments (Conf. Tr. at 122, 133) and why the information provided by the industry 

contains detailed lists of these cancellations as well as downgrading of bonds and other signs of 

financial distress. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at VI-18 - VI-21.

Moreover, the domestic industry’s financial declines are even worse than these figures 

depict. First, as the prehearing report recognizes, [

] percent. Id at VI-15. When

an
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1

Second, [

]

Some Slight Improvements in the U.S. Industry’s Condition in Interim
2017 Reflect the Trade Case Effects

The Petitions in this case were filed on March 28, 2017. Import volume and pricing data 

for the interim (three quarters) 2017 period were affected, to some degree, by the filing of the 

Petitions at the end of the first quarter of this year. While subject import volumes for the first two 

quarters of the year continued at significant volume levels, imports in the third quarter of 2017 

showed significant declines. As shown in Exhibit 6, while the volume of subject imports in first 

quarter 2017 was 202,621 tons and in the second quarter of 2017 was 226,495 tons, subject imports 

dropped to just 55,717 tons by the third quarter of 2017. Exh. 6. Further, the average unit values

4.
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(“AUVs”) of subject imports increased after the case was filed, reaching their highest monthly 

levels of $543 per ton in August and $533 per ton in September 2017. Exh. 8.

The filing of these trade cases and imposition of provisional measures, thus, had some 

effect on cumulative subject import volumes and prices in interim 2017. Based on declines in 

import volumes in third quarter 2017, subject import volumes showed a slight overall decline of 

3.6 percent in interim 2017, but still maintained a sizeable market share. Exh. 6; ITC Prehrg. Rep. 

at C-4, C-5. The prices of subject imports and of U.S. producers increased in interim 2017, 

particularly in the second and third quarters of the year after the case was filed. Ift at V-21—V-26. 

These increased prices allowed an uptick in shipments, net sales, and profitability of the domestic 

industry in interim 2017. Id at C-5. Although the industry’s financial condition is still very weak 

- showing just a 3.8 percent operating profit to sales ratio in interim 2017 - it is slightly better than 

the profits earned in interim 2016 (of 2.5 percent). Thus, the interim 2017 data reflect the 

beginning of a recovery that is badly needed by this industry. Id

There Is a Causal Nexus Between the Surging Volumes of Low-Priced Sub ject
Imports and the Trade and Financial Declines Suffered by the Domestic

D.

CASWR Industry

Siirpinp Subject Imports Prevented the U.S. Industry from Regaining
Market Share and Improving Financially Once Orders Were Imposed

1.

on China

As discussed in section VLB., an important condition of competition facing the CASWR 

industry during the POI was the impact it suffered from the increasing volumes of unfairly-traded 

imports from China, which were remedied by orders imposed in January 2015. Although the 

domestic industry — and even some respondents (Exh. 4) — anticipated that the U.S. industry would 

regain sales and market share and improve its profitability once the imports from China were 

addressed, subject imports surged into the U.S. market and prevented that much-needed
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improvement from oecurring. Indeed, the volumes and market shares of the subject imports rose 

higher levels than those of China at its peak. Id and ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. Widespread 

underselling by the subject imports also prevented any price recovery by the domestic industry, 

leading to even lower profits for the industry and depriving the industry of the ability to undertake 

much-needed investments.

Specifically, as shown in the chart below, as imports from China began to recede from the 

U.S. market in 2014, and largely disappeared from the market altogether by 2015 and 2016, 

imports from the ten subject countries rapidly replaced the Chinese imports - and then some.

Unfairly-Traded Subject Imports Surged Over the POI 
to Replace the Decline in Imports from China

to even
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Orders tm200,000
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II I on
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Source: Official Deparfmenf of Commerce Import Sfatisfics.

While imports from China at their peak totaled 618,790 tons, imports from the subject countries 

at their peak totaled 701,654 tons. Exh. 3; ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-4. As a share of the merchant 

market, imports from China rose to 14.4 percent in 2013. Exh. 3. By 2016, imports from the 

subject countries had captured 16.5 percent of the U.S. merchant market - significantly more than 

China at its peak. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. As the chart above further indicates, subject imports 

not merely regaining sales volumes that had been lost to China, as respondents preliminarilywere
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claimed. Conf. Tr. at 14, 100, 194. Subject imports’ sales volumes totaled only a little over

200.000 tons in 2011, before China became a significant U.S. market presence, but grew to

700.000 tons by 2016. above chart, Exh. 3, ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-4.

At the preliminary stage of this case, respondents relied heavily on the lack of a substantial

loss in U.S. industry market share over the POI as an alleged sign of no injury caused hy subject 

imports. Conf Tr. at 194. Such an argument ignores the competitive market conditions

the domestic industry faced during the POI that provide context to the market share shift. In 2011, 

the domestic industry held 70.1 percent of the merchant market for CASWR. Exh. 3. That market 

share fell to 60.3 percent by 2013, as imports from China surged into the United States. Id Thus, 

by the beginning of the POI here, the U.S. industry had already lost 10 pereentage points of market 

share in just three years that it badly needed to regain. Instead, due to the surge in subject imports, 

the domestic industry’s market share never recovered and, in faet, deelined further to 58.2 pereent 

in 2016 and 56.6 percent in interim 2017. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. That the U.S. producers’ 

market share did not decline to a greater degree was a function of the very low base from which it 

started and the desperate need of U.S. producers to stem the loss of further sales and market share 

to unfairly-traded imports.

Moreover, as the Commission has previously recognized, subject imports are not entitled

to increase sales and market share in the United States through the use of unfair trading practices,

whether that increased share replaces other non-subject imports or replaces U.S. producer sales:

Although respondents argue that the domestic industry is not injured 
by reason of subjeet imports because subjeet imports merely 
replaced imports from China, we disagree. The fact that subject 
imports from Hungary and Portugal have replaced imports from 
China does not decide the independent inquiry of whether subject 
imports from Hungary and Portugal are a cause of material injury to 
the domestie industry. Moreover, Commerce, in an administrative

over
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review, found imports from China to be sold in the U.S. market at 
less than fair value from March 1997 to February 1999. Thus, the 
imports from China were low priced and may have themselves had 

adverse effect on the market and the domestic industry.

Sulfanilic Acid from Hungary and Portugal, USITC Pub. 3554 (Final) (Nov. 2002) at 13. Here,

where there was already a finding of injury caused by unfairly-traded imports from China in the

immediately preceding the POI, the subject imports’ replacement of China in the market is

an

years

all the more devastating.

Second, subject imports did not merely replace the Chinese volumes, they exceeded the 

import volumes and market shares of China. Compare Exh. 3 with ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. Thus, 

the unfairly-traded subject imports not only prevented the U.S. industry from regaining the market 

share it had lost to China, they took additional share from the U.S. industry as well. Id

Third, there is no requirement that the domestic industry lose significant or even any market 

share in order for an injury finding to be reached or adverse volume effects found. The Court of 

International Trade has rejected the contention that a market share shift is necessary for an 

affirmative injury determination or a finding of significant import volumes. Hynix Semiconductora 

Inc. V. United States. 431 F. Supp. 2d 1302 (Ct. Infl Trade 2006). The Hynjx Court held that 

under the law, “there is no minimum rate of increase in volume or baseline percentage increase 

required to be significant,” and that market share fluctuations “are made more significant due to 

the fungibility of the goods in question and the price sensitive nature of the DRAMs market.” Id, 

at 1308-09. The same is true ofthe price-sensitive CASWR market. S^ section VI.E. The Court 

in the Shandong case also rejected a challenge to a Commission finding that subject imports took 

market share largely from non-subject imports and not the domestic industry, finding that other 

factors including the large and increasing import volumes supported the affirmative Commission
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determination. Shandong TTCA Biochemistry Co. v. United States, 11A F. Supp. 2d 1317, 1322-

2924 (Ct. Int’l Trade 2011).

Unfortunately, the attempt of the U.S. industry to retain some market share in competition 

with subject imports came at a heavy price. Indeed, counsel for respondents at the preliminary

The underselling and price30Staff conference characterized this as a “price” case. Conf. Tr. at 57. 

depressing and suppressing effects of subject imports described in section VII.B., in turn, led to 

financial problems for the U.S. industry over the POL Not only did the U.S. industry’s 

financial condition fail to improve from the downturn it suffered in 2011 to 2013 due to China, it 

actually grew worse. Operating income of the CASWR industry fell from $159 million in 2011, 

to $96 million in 2012, and then to $68 million in 2013, as the industry was hammered by imports 

from China. Exh. 3. By 2016, as the low-priced subject imports continued to hammer the industry, 

its operating income had dropped to just $25.1 million. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-5. Capital 

expenditures of $183 million in 2013, the end of the China trade case POI (Exh. 3), had fallen to

severe

] by 2016. Id at VI-15.[

Indeed, the Commission has found, and the Court has sustained, affirmative determinations 
even where the domestic market share was increasing. Gold E. Paper (Jiangsu) Co.
United States. 896 F. Supp. 2d 1242,1262 (Ct. Inf 1 Trade 2012) (“In short, although the domestic 
industry was able to increase its market share during the period of investigation, the Commission 
acknowledged the increase and explained - by reference to numerous trends and indicators m the 
U.S. industry — why the increases in subject import volume and market share were significant. ), 
Companbia Paulista De Ferro-Ligas v. United States, 20 C.I.T. 473, 477, 1996 Ct. Inti. Trade 
LEXIS 72 at * 10 (“The Commissioners reasonably relied upon the evidence in the record that the 
volume of subject imports rose by over 200 percent and the importers’ share of domestic 
consumption increased substantially to make an affirmative injury finding despite evidence of 
stable or increasing domestic market share.”).

As discussed in sections VILA, and VII.C.l., this case is not limited to price-related injury, 
there is significant volume-related injury due to subject imports as well.

29

30
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In sum, the injury the domestic industry experienced due to unfairly-traded imports from 

China not only continued but worsened, as unfairly-traded imports from the ten subject countries 

surged into the U.S. market to replace sales by China and to displace sales by U.S. producers.

Other Factors Are Not the Cause of the Injury the U.S. Industry Has2.
Suffered

No other factor can be identified to explain the weak and declining condition of the U.S.

industry over the POL Demand is not the culprit here. Although demand for CASWR dropped 

by 4.2 percent over the 2014-2016 period, U.S. shipments fell to an even greater degree - by 6.0 

percent - so those declines were not merely a reflection of a downturn in demand. ITC Prehrg. 

Rep. at C-5. Even more notably, despite the decline in U.S. demand, subject imports increased by

Subject imports grabbed a larger share of the smaller56 percent over this period. Id. at C-4. 

market at the expense of the U.S. industry. Id. These facts do not support the conclusion that the

domestic industry’s woes were caused by demand and not by subject imports.

Non-subject imports also cannot be pointed to as a cause of injury. The volumes and 

market shares of non-subject imports declined over the POI, as they too were displaced by subject 

import volumes. ITC Prehrg. Rep. at C-4. Collectively, non-subject import volumes fell by 20.7 

percent over the 2014-2016 period. Id Moreover, the prices of non-subject imports gathered by 

the Commission preliminarily showed [

] ^

Pet. Postconf Brf at Exh. 1, Q.7 and Exh. 23. These higher prices of non-subject imports are 

further confirmed by the average unit value data in official import statistics. As shown in Exhibit 

8, the AUV of subject imports was $384 per ton in 2016, compared to an AUV of $601 per ton for 

non-subject imports in 2016. Similarly, in interim 2017, the subject import AUV was $447 per
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ton, compared to $611 per ton for non-subject imports. Exh. 8. Although there are some produet 

for CASWR, these dramatieally lower AUVs of the subject imports are eonsistent with 

the low priees U.S. producers have faced in the market from subjeet imports. These higher AUVs 

and prices of non-subject imports explain why they too lost market share to subject imports and 

provide further indieation that non-subjeet imports were not the cause of the U.S. industry’s injury.

VIII. THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY BY SUBJECT IMPORTS

Gerdau, Keystone, and Charter support the threat of material injury discussion in Nucor’s

Prehearing Brief As set forth in Nueor’s Prehearing Brief, record evidence demonstrates that 

imports of CASWR from the subject countries also present an imminent threat of further material 

injury to the domestic industry. Subject imports rapidly and significantly increased in volume and 

captured an increasing share of the U.S. market. See seetion VILA, supra. In addition, and as the 

Commission determined in its Preliminary Determination, the subject countries have substantial 

capacity and excess capacity to produce wire rod and are export-oriented. CASWR from Belarus 

Prelim.. USITC Pub. 4693 at 39-40; ITC Prehrg. Rep. at VII-5, VII-11, VII-17, VII-23, VII-29, 

VII-36, VII-42, VII-49, VII-55, VII-63, and VII-67; ^ ai^ Nueor Prehrg. Brf Subjeet produeers 

reported large and inereasing volumes of exports of wire rod during the period of investigation. 

ITC Prehrg. Rep. at VII-67. At the same time, all subjeet countries face multiple barriers to entry 

in third eountry markets, increasing the likelihood that CASWR from the subjeet countries will be 

directed to the U.S. market if orders are not imposed. Id at VII-72. Finally, the domestie industry, 

having been injured by CASWR imports from China with little time for reeovery before the 

injurious imports from the ten subjeet eountries surged into to the U.S. market, is extremely 

vulnerable to the threat of further injury by reason of the subject imports. S^ section VII.C.,

mix issues

supra.
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IX. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Gerdau Ameristeel, Keystone Consolidated and Charter Steel 

urge the Commission to issue an affirmative determination in this proceeding to remedy the injury 

the domestic CASWR industry has suffered by reason of the unfairly-traded imports.

Respectfully submitted,

PAUL C. ROSENTHAL 
KATHLEEN W. CANNON 
R. ALAN LUBERDA 
GRACE W. KIM
KELLEY DRYE & WARREN LLP 
3050 K Street, N.W., Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20007 
(202) 342-8400

Counsel to Gerdau Ameristeel US Inc., Keystone 
Consolidated Industries, Inc., and Charter Steel

MICHAEL T. KERWIN, Consultant 
W. BRADLEY HUDGENS, Consultant
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CASWR Customer Overlap

U.S.
Producers Belarus Italy Korea Russia S. Africa Spain Turkey Ukraine U.A.E U.K.
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Responses on Geographical Shipments
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Table C-1
Wire rod: Summer/ dale ooncorninfi the U.6. markei, 2tni.l3, January lo Juno 2013, and January to Jurw 2011

(Quaniityoshon ions: Vatuet>1,000 dollars: Unil values, uni) labor costs, and unit exponseasdollara per short ton: Period changesuporceni-exceplions rtoled}

CbltffcyiW.:.........................
; Panbti ahaw'fts.'

Mm... ...MQigM
„,ji!omraiy.i(i*i«x.

; S3ta gOIS'H
U.S. consumption quantily;

Amount ......
Producers' share 
Importers* share (1):

China .... r.,;.
Ail others sources,.,...,,..*.

5.308,066 2,735.625 3.5 3.0 (0.4)5.130.107 6,326.648
(ii) (3.7)75,6 71.6 87,8 69.2 {7.7)

10.0 11.7 7.14.60.0
2P,6 20.0 (3.9) (0.6) (3.4)2AA 24,0

28:$Toia! imports {4)i;’).i.‘io.;.;r, 24i4 32t2 30.0 7.7 4.1 3.7

ll.S, consumption value:
' Amounl {4).,ijiii-;.;....,r„..v..iV; 

Producers* share
ImporTera* share (1):........

China

(9.5) (1.0) (0.0)4.088,338 3.761.1174,165,145
72.5 07,3 68.4 (3-2) (3.3) (1.9)

3.6 7,7 3.6 5.40.0
23iS (3.7) (0.2) (3,5)27# 27.3 23:8

30.8 32.7 3.1# 5.2 3,9 1#27.6

UiSVImporta from: 
Chirta:

Qoanlily(4^.. p , „ y,„n'
Value (4). ........... ........................ .
(Init'wiyp.i.
Erjdi ho Inventory quahlify,5i;ij...'.i.,..i' ' 

Al) other sources:
-'OPOhifiy.

’r<r«n
Endino inVenldry quariilly,^

Tola! imports:
Ouanlily .(4)- ^ . ......
Value

Bndino inventory quahlily.'jvra

818.700
335,067

274,666
151,948

429,759.0
207.7120

(61.7)

167.007.9
80,368:2

mji)

155-7144 241,968
182 146.243

$543 $553 (»0..2)$1,123 $604
.Mj«0 (>r*ir)

1,253,690 1,276,855
1,142,060 1.115,063

1.080,837 666.635
469,082

640,635
1(21.6)

(9.0)

1.6 (14.7) 12.7
■MV—................ 404,792 (19.7) 3.3895,744

$822 $767$911 $873 $826 (4.2) (5.9) (0.9)
•MiUMltift • 55,695

;1(264;042
•'t;i43;021

1,700.627
1.231,601

843,524
621,028

36.2 21.1 12.51,610,921
1,261,306 '»V 7,7 105 (2.4)

.V*,$721 $736 (2()i9) (m$030 (13,2)
1^7,539144,645 101.771 168.3 73,7 25.365,895 87.252

U#, producers':
Average capacity quaniiiy 
Production quBniiJyu^«m».;.vn^v>..{j.r...Mj...v«.^i:~>v._. 
Capacity utilization (1).
UiS. shipments;

(0.6)5,117.688
3,879.081

5,051,499 2,557,566 2,610,948
1,009,784

(1.0) (t,3) 2,15,150,146
3,907,416 1.970,020 (fiiS) (0.7) (5.0) (S.1)3,655,086

75.0 75.8 72.4 77.0 73,1 (3^4) (0,1) (3-4) (3y9)

1,850,061
1.341,265

(7.1)3,876.145 3.800.727
3,012.124 2.827,033

3#00,459
2,529.516

1,692,301 (1-V) (r>.6j (2.2)Ui
1,345,663 (1P.«) (an (toji) (0.3)Vatud

Ufvl Vfituet;ijiy,iip,'M,rtiyiir,yi<iv^;ii 
Export sWpmenla:

$742 .$703 $725$777 $711 (!).6) (4 5) (5 31 1.9

34,007
2B;880

20,740
31,507

24,310
22,568

(29 91 
{2i,H)

(9
M :p. '9«t a'f> (V
'0hitva1ue.>

ending inventory quanlity.....,,...v.»,'.v.;iy,v,>,r.r,r,;(>ii;.>- . 
invenlorios/ioiBl shipments
produciiorr viorkers;..-.„i,x„............
Hours worked (I.OOOs).^..,^,,..,
Wages paid ($1.00D)«s:.».'iy:.;
Producilvtly (short tons per 1,000 hours).
Unit labor co3ia...i,.i.^.,w,v.,mvri!

■i...
$1.18! $928 41.811,4;u

310,333103,281 235,647 266,067 309,278. 30; 1 22.0 13,2 3,:i
4.0 7.4 2.4 1.2 1.^2

2.234 2,277 2,104
4.259

156,636

2.240 2,233
2,282

65,022

m 1.9 (0^) (07),.j«yr\;u..r^yx^tniC"M

2.157
01,172

(6*4) 0.6 (7.2)4.652 4,687 5.0
(5,7)166,305 174,640 5.0 (10.2) 4.7

913 B37 (0#) (1.5) 1,5 (».4)
Mii- $42:60 $45,02 $42.01 $41.20 $44.52 0.6 5.7 (4.7) 8.0.t.y.xj.;

9,910,032
9,041,011

3,623,777
2.552.083

1,905,307
1,359,093

1,665,657
1.355,867

(7.3) (1,9) (2.1)Quaniiiy,,..

Cost of goods sold (COGS),
Gross prolil or (loss):;;*./*;,;.^:
SG&A expenses:,
Operating income or floash.,.
Capital expondiiute8..,wiv.w.,vv 
Unil
Unil SG&A experises,
Unit operating income or (loss) 
COGSAoles (l):iv,:.ii;i,iV*M,U'.ir 
C^eraling income or (loss)/sales (1),.,r..:,,t

3,036,475
2,658.691

(5^)
{16.1) (0.0) (10,7) (0.2)iw.

$745 $704 $713 $727 {».4>$776 (4.2) (5.5)
2,621,410

237,221
91,546

145.676
72,514

2,357,315
104,766

69,024
104,944
183,522

1,248.027
110,266
46.635
63,631

140.353

1,204,885
70,902
47,369
23,533
35,004

(13.6) (4.2) (10:1) 2,92,735,762
305.228

91.441
213:766

60,426

(22.3) (35,7)(30.2) (17#)
(1,8) 0.1 (1.9) 1,6

•V-.- (60.9)
203,7

(31.0) (63.0)(20.0)
20.0 153.1 (75.0)

$651 $65S (7,0) (2,3) (4Ji) 5.1$700
$26 $24 $25$23 $24 6.0 2.1 3# 3.7•H*i

$33 $13 (30.5)$55 $38 $29 (47.0) (23,7) (62.2)?!
2,4ii-. 90.0 91:7 02,4 91.0 1.7 0.7 2.9

(2^0)7,0 5.1 4.1 4.7 1.7 (1.S) (10) (2.9)

Nftl&s:

(fnl)~R8pori6d rlala are in percent and pariod changes are in percentage points;'
{fn2)-Unrie(infiri.
(fn3)-Exr.!udBs 750,000 short torw of capacity (ram Gerdaii-Perth Amltoy which has been idled since 2009.
(ln4)”Adj»3lBdlnf “*i

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to Commission quB.silonnaires and Imm official afaiisfins of Ihe U.Sv Department ol Commercej.
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Table C-2
Wire rods Summary dola oonoernlng the U.8. merchonl market, 2011-13, January lo June 2013, and January to Juna 201^

(Quontil/»3hort Ions; Volueol .000 dollars; Unit values, unii labor costs, and unit expensasudoHara por short ton; Period chanBes-nwrcenl-excepiionB rxjled)

:{Oolor)^r.y6fliff
JM ,^b\4 vgo«>ija^2013;20.11

us. consumpfion quanlily: 
Amounl
Producers'shore (i).,. 
importers'ahare (1): 

Ohina(3).............

2;s 3.2 (0;7)2.206,1654,334,467 4.303.8274,188.4Se
('1.7)61,8 (52}60i370,1 85..0

6.812.6 14.45.6 14.4o.p jiii;14.5} (0.4) (4.1)26;3 26;e20.9 29;5All olhera so
5.2 4:736.235.0 39.7ToiaJ imports (3),^^;,.'.;:..... ..V-w 20,9

U.S. conaunvtion value:
Amount (3).ov-'>yt*i'r^''y>’‘”:';."* 
Producers' share 
Importers’share (1):

China (3).w...,,,............ .
All others SQurce8„;ji^i^- 

Total

(lO.H) |iJ3) ;(tt Bi:1,613,7673,405.201 3,107,2283,463,760
(0.8) {2.81(4.2)60>1 81i667.2 830

10.8 4^3io;e 9.40,0 4.3V (4..0> (0.1)28.6 2Sy132,6 32.7
4.2 2:830,6 38.537,032,8V«---

U.S< imports (rem: 
Chi.op:

429,759,0
207,712,8

187,987,9 155J241,988
146,243

618,790
336,857

274,868ijr, (3)i«w,.iiU,,uit<:i»i>ii’A,.Vi'

Eridt^ihireniofy quririlily 
All other sources:

Ouamily,;
Value.,
Uniivsiui 
Ending Invehldryqufiniiiyi,,-. 

Total imports:
Quanllly {3)«...i,.v..5;,..„«Vis.; 
Value (3)i,,.y,rtjv,
Uoil value,
Enc£ng Inv^eniory quahtiiy^.;

144
80.388:2 129i7151,848182

(51.7) (40.2) (10,2)$543 $553$1,123 «<•(M) (IftS)0

12.7(13.1)
(2:U6)

i.B (14.7)
(19.7)

666,635
469.002

640,6351;253iflfla
1,142.060

1,276,956
1.115,083

1,089,837.'H.. m (2-4) 3;3695,744.ffiw. '■m (o:3)$625 m (4.2) (6.9)$673 $822$911
55,895

36.2 21.1 12.5643,524
821,028

1,518,921
1,201.300

1,706,627
1,231,801

1.264.042
1,143,021 im7;7 10.3

$730 (20.9) {B.9) (13,2)$911 $630 $721
158.3 73.7 48;7 25.3101.771 127,53955,985 97,262 144,045

US. producarsS’-
Commercial shipmenis:h (4.4) (7.8) (3.1)1.362,641

992,739
1,319,807 (11.M)

(19.9)
2,615.686
2,143,895

2,59.5,200
1,075,025

2.944,410
2,340,739 (8.4) (12:5) (0.9)983,789V3!uey/f«y.Wi,;fin<;,)...iiy..

Unit velue„„,.„.,„,„,j.,.., 
Commercial Seles:".... '

(4.2)$746 (8.1) (5T) 2.3$761 $723 $729$795

(12.1) (4.8) (2.8)1,375,847
1,006,109

1,935,403
998,411

(7^)2.979.103 2.842,314 2,819.518
2,176.493 (12.7) (0.8)(ia.o) (8.2)1,898,192Value,

Unll value,
Cosl of goods sold (COGS),.^,.. 
Gross prolil ol (loss),.-„:;ii«.,',v,* 
SQ&A BKpenses^^|,.H„.^Ko..„y, 
.O0e(iiji)>u3naoiiie or {loss},;i..vi;

. i/rti SGftA exp6risfia..,,y .
Ur«i f)peralir>o income dV’(ift.sB)
COQS/salBS{l)„,.„,„,*i,
Operating income dr (loss)Vsaf83 (i);

$725 $731 $746 (3,11) (5:3) 2.2$795 $765
(17.8) (6.1) (12v2) 2.3950,194

48,217
36,621
11,390

2,137,131
232,406

73,624
156,871

2,006,484
169,029
72,635
96,394

1.761,533
138,653
70,304
68.269

$872

(19:2) (37.0)(27.3)77,245
36.380
40,665

(4 (i.3) , m 1.3rci*? (56.3) (39.;o (31*2) (72.1)
$712 (fill) 11:8) (4-7) 5;4$717 $706■if 3;4 4:3$26 $26 8.7 5„1$25 $27

$30 (52.5) (36,4) (25.4) (71.3)$34 $25$53
2.002.3 05:2 2.6 2.B80,2 92.2 02.8

1f1 (3.2) (2.3) (D,«) (2.9)4.4 3.6 4.10,7

I
(Inl)-Reported data are in perceni and period changes are in percentage poinls.
(In2)-Underjned..
(fn3)-Adjusiedfor'*%.

Source; Compiled from dam submitied in response lo Comnrission questionnaires and from olficiol slalislics ol ihe Departmeni al Co-mmercey

s
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURES AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES

Table VI-6 presents capital expenditures and research and development ("R&D") 
expenses by firm. The increase in capital expenditures in

Table VI-6
Wire rod: Capital expenditures and research and development expenses of U.S. producers, by 
firm, fiscai years 2011-13, January-June 2013, and January-June 2014_________________ __

January-JuneFiscal year
201420132012 20132011

Value ($1,000)Item
Capital expenditures;

***•fck*■kick ick-kArcelorMittal
■k-ick***k-kk kkkkkkCascade

kkk kkkkkk kkkkkkCharter
kkk kkkkkk kkkkkkEvraz
*** kkkkkk kkkkkkGerdau
kkk kkkkkk kkkkkkKeystone
*** kkkkkk kkkkkkMid American
kkk kkkkkk kkkkkkNucor
kkk kkkkkk kkkkkkRepublic
kkk kkkkkk kkkkkkSterling

35,084183,522 140,35360,426 72,514Total
R&D expenses:

*** kk'kkkkkkk kkkArcelorMittal
kkk kkkkkk kkkkkkCascade

*** kkk kkkkkkCharter
kkkkkk kkkkkk kkkEvraz

kkk kkkkkkkkkGerdau
kkkkkk kkkkkk kkkKeystone
kkkkkkkkk kkk kkkMid American
kkkkkk kkkkkk kkkNucor
kkkkkkkkk kkkkkkRepublic

kkk kkk kkkkkkkkkSterling
kkkkkkkkk kkkkkkTotal

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to Commission questionnaires.

The Commission's questionnaire requested firms to describe the focus or nature of their 
capital expenditures. Their responses are presented in the tabulation below:

k kk kk k k
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likelihood of injury analysis, it"s a very healthy industry.1

CHAIRMAN WILLIAMSON: Thank you.2

Commissioner, Chairman Williams, if3 MR. LEWIS:

I could add to that, I think there are two ways to be

One is you know, what does China mean forlooking at that.5

the U.S. market and then the other is a question I think6

that was directed to Miss Dimitrova, what does it mean for7

producers like the Ukrainian producers in terms of their8

9 other markets?

With respect to the first of those, the U.S.10

market very clearly, China''s left, leaving, if not11

As a vulnerability factor,completely left the U.S. market.12

Thaf's a positive13 thaf's an anti-vulnerability factor.

factor in terms of the foreseeable future for the U.S.14

Thaf’s close to over 600, 000 tons of importsindustry.15

that are gone and that are open for the U.S. industry to16

so thaf's a positive in terms of future condition of17 take.

the industry.18

And in terms of the other markets, I would draw19

your attention, as Miss Dimitrova testified to, an extremely20

important market for Yenakiieve and Ukranian producers and21

will only be growing as an importance given the late22

political events that are developing and if I read the chart23

correctly from petitioners, I think there were 49 tons of24

There is a dumping order on Chinese wireChinese product.25
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ArcelorMittal announces closure of Georgetown wire rod facility
05.14.2015

Chicago, May 14, 2015 - Due to challenging market conditions facing the USA business, 
ArcelorMittal has made the difficult decision to close its wire rod facility in Georgetown, 
S.C. The closure is expected to be complete in Q3 2015, pending customer requirements,

ArcelorMittal Georgetown, the company's primary producer of wire rod in the United States, has been severely impacted 
by waves of unfairly traded steel imports from China and other countries. Even in the most recent quarter, wire rod 
imports rose to account for 36 percent of the US market.

The facility wa.s first idled in 2009 following the economic recession and was brought back online in February 2011 with a 
revised labor agreement and gain sharing program aimed at lowering fixed costs and rewarding employees when jointly 
identified production and quality targets were achieved.

“Despite our Joint efforts and a highly productive workforce, the facility has incurred significant losses since the restart 
due to high input costs and imports,” said P.S. Venkat, CEO, ArcelorMittal Long Carbon North America. "Georgetown is 
a very productive plant, making 300,000 tons of product per year with fewer than 200 full-time ArcelorMittal employees - 
that's about 1,500 tons per worker. Imports have really been damaging to the Georgetown facility, and the business 
overall," .

This development will impact 226 employees including salaried employees, hourly members of United Steelworkers 
Local 7898 and onsite contractors.

Due to challenges facing the ArcelorMittal USA - the rise of imports, increasing competition within key domestic 
markets, and high legacy costs - the company has been forced to take a deeper look at all USA operations in an effort 
to eliminate inefficiencies while investing in facilities that can compete effectively in all market condilions.

ArcelorMittal remains focused on running its best assets at world-class production levels and optimizing capabilities to 
meet market demand, without any loss of production or market share.

No other ArcelorMittal facilities are affected at this time,

About ArcelorMittal

ArcelorMittal /s the world's leading steel and mining company, with a presence in 60 countries and an industrial 
footprint in 19 countries. Guided by a philosophy to produce safe, sustainable steel, we are the leading supplier of 
quality steel In the major giobai steel markets including automotive, construction, household appliances and 
packaging, with world-class research and development and oulsianding distribution networics.

Through our core values of sustainability, quality and leadership, we operate responsibly with respect to the health, 
safety and wetiboing of our employees, contractors and the communities in which wo oporale.

For us, steel Is the fabric of life, as it is at the heart of the modem world from railways to cars and wasiting 
machines. We are actively researching and producing steel-based technologies and solutions that make many of the 
products and components people use in their everyday lives more energy efficient

http://usa,arcelormittal.com/news-and-media/announcements/2015/may/05-14-2015 3/25/2017
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We are one of the world’s five largest producers of iron ore and metallurgical coal and our mining business is an 
essential part of our growth strategy. With a geographically diversified portfolio of imn ore and coal assets, we are 
strategically positioned to serve our network of steel plants and the external global market While our steel 
operations are important customers, our supply to the external market is increasing as we grow.

In 2014, ArcelorMittal had revenues of US$79.3 billion and crude steel production of 93.1 million metric tons, while 
own iron ore production reached 63.9 million metric tons.

ArcelorMittal is listed on the stock exchanges of New York (MT), Amsterdam (MT), Paris (MT). Luxembourg (MT) 
and on the Spanish stock exchanges of Barcelona, Bilbao, Madrid and Valencia (MTS).

For more information about ArcelorMittal please visit: corporate.arcelormittal.com or usa,arcelarmiilal.com.

« Back to announcements

Contact us
ArcelorMittal Corporate Communications

Bill Steers 
t-1 312 899 3817
William ,Steers@arcelortnittal .corn

Mary Beth Holdford 
+1 330 659 9121
IVlaryBeth.Hoidford@arceiormittai,com

For general inquiries: 
USA.press@arcelormittal.com

http://usa.arcelormittal.eom/news-and-media/announcements/2015/may/05-14-2015 3/25/2017
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GEORGETOWN, SC - A source tells News 2 that today is the last day for workers at 

ArcelorMittal Steel Mill In Georgetown. The lay-off will go into effect and employees will exit 

the plant at 3:00 P.M. on Friday, July 24.

There will be a union meeting at union hall at 3:15 P.M.

http://counton2.eom/2015/07/24/la.st-day-of-work-for-georgetown-steel-mill-employees/ 3/25/2017
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On May 14, 2015, the owner of the steel mill in Georgetown says it is closing the plant, 

leaving 226 workers without jobs. ArcelorMittal announced in a news release in May that the 

shutdown will be completed in the third quarter of the year.

The plant is the company's main producer of wire rod in the United States and the company 

said it could no longer complete with foreign steel wire imports that it says are being unfairly 

traded domestically,

1^;
The company said imported wire rod now makes 

up a third of the domestic market.
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MS!The Georgetown plant was closed in 2009 during 

the Great Recession. It was brought back online 

two years later under a revised labor agreement,
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ArcelorMittal is based in Luxembourg and has 

220,000 employees in 60 countries. Last day of work for many at steel mill in 
Georgetown, SC.

The Georgetown County Economic 

Development Department has issued the 

following statement:

We ore saddened by the news today that ArcelorMittal will be closing its Georgetown plant. We 

will work with ArcelorMittal and the Department of Employment and Workforce to create a 

transition plan for impacted employees. Many of these employees have considerable experience 

and very sought-after skill sets. Even prior to today's announcement, we have been working with a 

number of our existing industries on expansion plans. These expansions ail include additional 

jobs, and many of the impacted ArcelorMittal employees have the skills and experience to provide 

an immediate benefit to our other industries. We will make every effort to connect these 

employees with our industries.

//

/f

Related Posts

Georgetown leaders, union at odds over futdil of

>y
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Republic Steel announces plan to idle Lorain mill

200 layoffs expected

By Richard Payerchin, The Morning Journal 

Thursday, January 7, 2016

Republic Steel will idle its rolling mill operations at its 
Lorain steel mill, resulting in about 200 layoffs, according 
to an announcement on Jan. 7.

■■

5ll. i Meanwhile, United States Steel Corp. will work just two 
weeks, from now until the end of March, said the leader of 
the Lorain United Steel Workers Local 1104.

I 1

The news came out this week as Lorain steelworkers braced 
for job cuts coming in the first quarter of 2016.

Republic Steel and U.S. Steel sit next to each other in a sprawling complex between the Blaek River 
and East 28th Street in Lorain.

Canton-based Republic Steel announced the plant idling will be temporary, but there was no 
indication of when the local mill might go back into production.

i'
“The Lorain plant has continued to struggle over the last year with a decline in the energy market and 
customer demand,” a cdihpahy statemeiif Mid. “With a ne|ati%e 2016 econbtnie forecast and the 
eontinucd dumping of stcbl ithphrts,, Republic had no ofhei' pption but to idle tbe Lorain plant.”

“We hope that we can resume the Lorain operations in the near future,” said company President and 
Chief Executive Officer Jaime Vigil. “We are positioned for growth and will be ready to provide 
capacity once the market turns around.”

The layoffs will be staggered over the next few months, with the majority being completed by the end 
of the first quarter. The United Steel Workers Local 1104, which represents hourly workers, was 
notified of the plans to idle the plant, according to Republic Steel’s announcement.

Republic workers expected to start receiving notices as early as Jan, 8, said Dennis Hamilton, 
president of the USW Local 1104.

By March, the Republic Steel mill is expected to be “completely idled,” he said.

“So there will be nothing going on at Republic at all, absolutely nothing,” Hamilton said.

This month there are four days of operations scheduled at Republic Steel’s bar mill, with another four 
days of work in February, Hamilton said. More information on exact dates was expected when the

3

http://www.morningjournal.eom/article/M.T/20160107/NEWS/l 60109708&template=printart 4/17/2017
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steelworkers receive what are known as Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, or 
WARN Act, notices, he said.

The change will be devastating for the city of Lorain, the county of Lorain and the state of Ohio, 
Hamilton said,

Lorain Mayor Chase Ritenauer declined to comment before seeing details expected in the WARN Act 
notice.

City Interim Safety-Service Director Derek Feuerstein said the city administration did not receive 
advance notice from Republic Steel about the situation. “But it’s sad to see it happen and it’s sad for 
the workers involved,” he said.

On Jan. 6, U.S. Steel management and workers had a layoff minimization plan meeting about 
reducing U.S. Steel’s workforce drastically and shutting down part of its facility, Hamilton said..

U.S. Steel is expected to be on layoff now until Jan. 31; then have shifts of about 76 people working 
for two weeks.

The U.S. Steel side is expected to be shut down the work weeks starting March 13, 20 and 27. It was 
unclear if the plant would have work during the weeks starting Feb. 28 and March 6, Hamilton said.

“The big thing that would change things here for both sides is the current economic situation 
pertaining to steel,” Hamilton said.

In July 2015, Republic Steel stopped supplying rounds to the U.S. Steel side, idling Republic Steel’s 
electric arc furnace. The rounds were the solid metal bars that U.S. Steel reformed to create steel pipe, 
Hamilton said.

Republic Steel offered separations in September and November last year that resulted in more than 
200 job cuts, according to Hamilton’s January 2015 report to members.

Since then, Republic Steel in Lorain has made special bar quality steel for the automotive industry, 
Hamilton said. That industry is doing well, but is “very, very competitive,” so orders have been slim 
for the Lorain plant, he said.

1U.S. Steel’s Lorain Tubular Operations have suffered largely due to low-cost imports “dumped” onto 
the steel market. Low gas and oil prices also mean there is less fracking and rigging for gas and oil 
exploration and drilling, Hamilton said.

Tariffs and the international market are hurting both Republic Steel and U.S. Steel, Hamilton said.

For years, the United States was the top producer of steel tubular products; now 70 percent of the 
world market for tubular products is made overseas, Hamilton said.

1That foreign trade is killing us,” he said.

Meanwhile, negotiations between U.S. Steel and the USW made national news as both sides wrangled 
over a new contract. Local USW workers are expected to meet this month for a contract briefing and 
voting, with results counted starting Feb. 1, Hamilton said.

http://’www.morningjournal.com/article/MJ/20160107/NEWS/160109708&template=printart 4/17/2017
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As of the first week of January 2015, the steel mills had more than 1,300 people working, Hamilton 
said.

As of this week, U.S. Steel has 637 workers on the books, with 337 working this week, 279 on layoff 
and 21 out on sick leave, Hamilton said.

Republic Steel had about 600 to 650 workers at the start off 2014 in Lorain. This week the company 
has 314 workers on the books, with 60 working this week and 254 on layoff, Hamilton said.

By Jan. 31, Republic Steel is scheduled to have 76 people working at its Lorain plant, he said.

By March, Republic Steel will have a minimal crew at the plant watching for fires and asset 
protection, Hamilton said.

Republic Steel said about 900 workers will continue at its mills in Canton, Massillon, Solon, and 
Lackawanna, N.Y., and Hamilton, Ontario.

Hamilton predicted layoffs are imminent at those facilities as well.

Based on the union contracts, idling a plant is different from shutting it down, which has different 
legal and financial obligations such as severance pay and entitlements, Hamilton said.

In Lorain, Republic Steel’s blast furnace stopped production and has been “idled” since 2008, 
Hamilton said. The company must give a 90-day notice of shutting down a plant, “but they could say 
it’s idle for years,” he said.

URL: htt|)://wmv.niorningjourn»l.coni/generRl-news/20l60107/re|>ublic-$leeI-announces-|>l»n-la-i(lle-larain-mill
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POSTED 2:45 PM, JANUARY 7, 2016, BY KAILY CUNNINGHAM AND MATT WRIGHT

W-

This is an archived article and the information in the article may be outdated. Please look at the time stamp on the story to see 

when it was last updated.

LORAIN, Ohio-- In a statement released on Thursday, Republic Steel announced 

that it is temporarily idling rolling mill operations at its Lorain facility. Two-hundred 

workers will be laid off.

http://fox8 .com/2016/0 l/07/republic-steel-to-lay-off-200-employees-from-lorain-plant/ 4/17/2017
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Those 200 employees were the only workers at the facility. There will be 900 

employees that will continue to be employed at Republic Steel's other locations, in 

Canton, Massillon, Solon, Lackawanna, New York and Hamilton, Ontario.

"We hope that we can resume the Lorain operations in the near future," stated 

President and CEO Jaime Vigil in the statement. "We are positioned for growth and 

wi II be ready to provide capacity once the market turns around."

They said in the statement that the Lorain plant has struggled throughout the last 
year and had no other option but to idle the mill operations at the Lorain plant.

"It really is kind of shocking," United Steelworkers Local 1104 President Dennis 

Hamilton told Fox 8 News, who said the plant has been struggling for the last year. 
"The steelworkers here in Lorain have been through a lot in the last year, and 

they're strong and they're good workers, and I think going forward we'll get 
through this together."

Hamilton said the union received word that U.S. Steel, which also operates out of 
the Lorain plant, is also cutting workers. Hamilton said the temporary layoffs will 
reduce the workforce from 370 to 75. That means only 75 workers would remain at 
the plant, which Hamilton said employed more than 1,200 workers one year ago.

U.S. Steel declined to release numbers of layoffs but External Communications 

Manager Sarah Cassella said in a statement, "we continue to adjust our production 

at Lorain to meet our operational and business needs."

"Nights are very hard to sleep, thinking the next day is it going to get any worse?" 

Hamilton said, adding the impact on the Lorain economy will be huge. "It's gonna be „ 

devastating. Already, the City of Lorain has been struggling financially because of 
what we went through last year, and this is going to be another big blow for the 

community, the City of Lorain, Lorain County, as well as the state of Ohio. It's a 

domino effect."

U.S. Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur, who represents Lorain, said she had not 
received official notification of the layoffs.

http://fox8.eom/2016/01/07/republic-steel-to-lay-off-200-employees-from-lorain-plant/ 4/17/2017
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These lost jobs reflect the total and repeated failure of our government to prevent 
other countries, including China, from raiding our economy, closing their o\A/n 

markets to our goods, and committing countless anti-competitive trade abuses 

including dumping cheap steel into our marketplace below cost," Kaptur said in a 

statement.

II

Kaptur said her proposed BalancingTrade Act would renegotiate any trade deal 
that has produced a deficit of more than $10 bullion for at least three consecutive 

years.

Back in March of 2015, 200 employees were laid off as well from the Lorain plant.
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Lorain's steel industry is aimost at a standstill
By Rachel Abbey McCafferty
If there’s a city that encompasses the repercussions of the steel downturn, it’s Lorain.

The city is home to two large steel plants, one of which is currently shut down. The other is only 
running one of its three mills, according to the union. Both have left hundreds without jobs and will 
contribute to a likely budget shortfall for the city.

The issues plaguing the plants aren’t unique. The steel industry has been facing oversupply globally; 
domestically, producers have also been struggling with a strong dollar and low oil prices driving down 
demand for drilling-related products.

“It’s going to be a rough couple years,’’ said Brian Sealy, staff representative for the United 
Steelworkers.

Sealy, who worked in the Lorain plants for about 20 years before joining the USW staff, said he hasn’t 
seen a downturn like this since at least 2009, when the entire economy took a dive. Even then, both 
mills “limped along” instead of shutting down, he said.

Canton-based Republic Steel shut its Lorain plant at the end of March and is just keeping security and 
a few people on site to protect its assets. Pittsburgh-based United States Steel Corp. is operating its 
Lorain plant on a limited basis.

Neither company would comment beyond confirming the status of the operations.

Sealy estimated that more than 300 people are currently laid off at U.S. Steel; another 550 are out at 
Republic. And Republic’s parent company offered settlements or buyouts to its workers, he said. 
Sealy said more than 300 took them, which means that companies will have a hard time staffing their 
local mills if and when they get them running again.

But Sealy doesn’t expect that to happen any time soon. He said he doesn’t think the mills will restart 
until next year at the earliest.

I mean, they’re struggling, really struggling, now,” he said.

And that struggle extends beyond the plants and workers directly affected.

Lorain Mayor Chase Ritenauer said he’s expecting $2 million to $3 million less In tax collections from 
the companies because of their diminished workloads. The city’s total general fund Is about $28 
million to $30 million, so a loss like that can be “catastrophic,” he said.

Police and fire make up about 65% of the budget, he said. The police and fire departments have

http://www.crainscleveland.eom/print/article/20160424/NEWS/160429902/lorains-steel-in... 4/17/2017
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offered concessions, but the city is still waiting to see if it gets a federal SAFER grant to cover the 
rest. If not, Ritenauer said, there will be layoffs. The city’s other departments will have layoffs and 
furloughs, and capital projects without a dedicated revenue source, like street repairs, are on hold.

This is a stark change for Ritenauer, who entered office in 2012. 2014 was a “banner" year, he said, 
with hundreds of thousands of dollars of income tax coming in above budget. The layoff notices 
started in 2015.

“It’s been longer and deeper than we can withstand without making sizable cuts on our own, 
Ritenauer said.

Root causes
Sealy pointed to the downturn in the energy market and the low-cost dumping of foreign steel as the 
major factors contributing to the current environment, and he believes the Trans-Pacific Partnership 
trade deal will make things worse by allowing even more foreign goods to be sold in the U.S. The 
solution has to start at the top with the government, he said.

fSl

Companies currently have to show damages before tariffs can be applied 
taken, employees, like those in Lorain, are already out of work.

and by the time action is

Companies and politicians alike have been striving recently to get this issue addressed.

At the global level. United States officials on April 18 met in Brussels with representatives from the 
European Union, as well as from countries like Japan and Mexico, to discuss steps governments 
could take to deal with the overcapacity.

The week before, the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative and the Department of Commerce held 
a hearing on the state of the steel industry. U.S. Sens, Rob Portman, R-Cincinnati, and Sherrod 
Brown, D-Cleveland, were two of the politicians who testified.

Portman’s testimony focused on creating a “level playing field" for U.S. steelworkers, noting that 
record amounts of foreign steel entered the United States last year while domestic exports declined.

Brown said in a call after the hearing that he follows the steel industry closely, because it is in many 
ways still the “foundation of manufacturing."

He wants to see the government renegotiate the Trans-Pacific Partnership to address dumping of 
products from countries such as China and Korea.

“When steel stumbles, so much of the rest of the economy is hurt,” Brown said.

Use of editorial content without permission is strictly prohibited. All rights Reserved 2017
www.crainscieveland.com
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U.S. Imports of CASWR, January 2016 - September 2017 
Quantities in Short Tons

2016

DEC ! Q1 Total Q2 Total Q3 Total Q4 TotalJAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP oa NOV
Belarus
Italy
Korea
Russia
South Africa 
Spain 
Turkey 
Ukraine
United Arab Em 
United Kingdom 

Subtotal

4,622 1,376 4,649 6,941 2,644 15,127
11,998
12,147
17,207

22 10,647 9,586 15,127
9 11,998 21,156

31,422 30,309 24,751 15,486
30,370 22,666 37,118 13,168

4,892 17,157
4,496 I 5,633 19,979 23,635 23,533
4,902 I 43,605 14,492 11,656 28,008
8,060 1 48,913 41,622 40,390 30,526

27 11,469 10,636
12,517 24,253 8,724 6,128

191,542 184^32 138,055
274,676 265,911

22I

55 '9 9,195 11,906
13,704 
4,578 8,590

I
12,846

1,968
5,967

14,594
4,769
1,063
9,252

20,259

12,608 14,504
13,808 3,619

124 9,286
1,001 2,581

12,521 
13,707 16,953

27 3,349
4,368 7,359

- 62,813

11,721 
1,902 
3,342 
9,891 
9,967 
9,674 

54 8,065
7,773 9,121

65,372 62,438 63,682
92,568 81,316 100,089 90,416

4,084
17,145
4,528
7,507
3,756

14,996

6,390
7,411

6,214
12,500

929 853

I
I

3,568
21,831
14,947

4,810 
7,019 
6,700 
5,189 
4,346 

41,865 86,154
98,177

1,838
4,089

19,759

16,987 10,286 8,751
547 16,789 6,317

13,930 18,190 4,276
5,447

388 5,117
56,014 77,881 41,545 - 18,629 i 188,026
90,168 89,839 76,485 99,587 ' 258,519 271,821

769

27 I 27
I360 7,789

60,143 65,070
84,283 81,669

3,989 747 263

All Others 86,332
Total 144,426 146,739 155,381 146,688 162,576 154,099 140,042 172,486 146,181 167,720 118,031 118,215 446,545 463,363 458,709 403,966I

2017
I Q1 Total Q2 Total Q3 TotalJAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
rBelarus

Italy
Korea
Russia
South Africa 
Spain 
Turkey 
Ukraine
United Arab Em

16,762 10,973 16,762
14,679
10,544
22,722
4,930

18,638
41,209
64,897

10,995
14,928
11,518
28,874
26,226
23,327
71,758
22,367

23
I

11,395
3,382
1,979

3,284
6,961
3,255
1,699
7,949

27,909
26,368

14,928
3,206

16,705
2,281
9,129

15,946
17,403

2 2I
I201 4,593

6,297
8,916 13,600

6,297
4,927
6,612

21,774
10,471
3,959
4,964

3,384
5,557
2,171
3,727

51,854

91
I

17,489
3,231
1,422
3,156

30,825

I
I
I9,267

10,143
7,705

3,548 3,802 24 7,373
I

714 714I
I 16,21816,218
I
I

United Kingdom 2,902 
Subtotal 46,773

226 5,112
73,311 82,537

6,476 8,508
86,097 61,215
93,991 131,487

1,517 
79,183 

116,122

6,370 4,333
37,027 17,051 1,640

138,901 127,812 109,213

811 I 8,240 16,501 11,514
202,621 226,495 55,717Ml

■iim.
All others 80,835 80,657 108,140 I 269,632 341,599 375,925

iTotal 127,608 153,968 190,677 180,088 192,701 195,304 175,928 144,862 110,852 472,253 568,094 431,642

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and USITC

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services, LLC
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U.S. Imports of CA5WR, January 2016 > September 2017 
AUVs in $/ST

2016
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC Ann Total

Belarus
Italy
Korea
Russia
South Africa
Spain
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Em

295 281 283 283 249 314 326 2951
281 372 363 367 391 \ 

1,064 •
368

475 300 415 358 654 375 476 432 551 488 971 447
279 279 271 269 272 360 337 356 365 346 339 313

325 343 313 325 324 320I
606 477 503 899 457 514 519 433 469 504 571 707 531
397 391 451 308 361 367 430 405 369 422 446 487 413

1329 311 311 303 292 348 331 397 371 373 360 385 341I485 293 395 298 287 381 399 316I
United Kingdom 577 397 403 376 356 384 379 478 542 413 524 545 397I

Subject Subtotal ;398: IPiz! IS343 i42ii S523^:t
Canada
Japan
Brazil
Germany
Mothers

1525 527 531 545 586 617 615 584609 570 549 571 568
I833 991 810 725 914 778 821 681 750 793 813 755 795I453 449 446 281 412 422 406 442 455 456 426 451, 

661 I 
356'

436
728 713 744 672 620 681 882 864 770 757 788 732
445 367 332 368 358 371 314 331 348 374 385 357

644 608Nonsubject Subtotal ^603; -593-^v
Total 518 475 505 4S4 499 535 543 497 524 526 527 562 515

2017
TJAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP YTD Total
-t-

Belarus
Italy
Korea
Russia
South Africa
Spain
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Em 
United Kingdom

346 286 413 372\
349 363 402 1,423 3781
915 576 540 494 498 519 501 498 943 I 549

I351 369 429 411 421 431 432 403
I370 372 626 420 421 427\

549 795 524 587411 529 551 578 60S 559
467 424 422 422 676 432 447 440I
441 371 434 422 418 391 406

1
I460 429 438 455 572 599 578 560605 528I

Subject Subtotal WM. 4^3«8 Mi ^11 M:Wi i83:iMMfis Ml I:;;';0;
Canada 
Japan 
Brazil 
Germany 
M Others

618 633 610 680 674 667 662 644 673 I 651
I763 686 708 756 911 717 753 781 729 752

429 450 473 519 533 517 580 555 528 508I
801 692 736 666 481 670 476 500 707 526
458 370 356 375 450 426 438 442 455 433

Nonsubject Subtotal 671 573J 35ieps llil 5611;::ffl:;
Total 553 487 555551 577 549 549 593 618 557I

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and USITC

Prepared by Georgetown Economic Services, LLC
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